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On March :,3, ,he author,, as Public Rclations Director ol the Commanist Party, presented the analysis and program that follows to the Committec on Ways and Means of the House of Represenntioes, which wos
considering the tar ?rograttu for the country-the Editor.

The President's proposal for a
major cut in taxes is a main issue
before this Congress and of great
importance to the American people.
The need for tax relief is indisputable. The tax burden, at all levelslocal, state, and federal-has soared
to a fantastic $r5o billion yearly, and
rises by another $io billion per year.
It is imperative that this process be
halted and cut back. This Congress
can and must do, exactly that-cut
The big question is, who needs
relief and who is entitled to it?
During the past 17 years, the tax

rich to poor, from employer to
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worker, from coupon-clipper to professional man. Labo,r's burden is
heavier than during World War II,

while the ,owners o{ industry, the
financial titans and the idle rich
pay less than half the wartime rates.
Taxes on ordinary people have gone

up at the state and local level through

and real
at the Federal level
through rising employment or insales taxes, license fees,
estate taxes;

come taxes, selected excises, and the

erosion

of the value of

personal

income tax exemptions through infation.

Taxes

on the wealthy and the

corporations have been reduced by
repeal of wartime rates, by the granting of new or extended privileges

to

incomes from dividends and
capital gains, by increased allow-

ances for depreciation and other
special deductions, and by the development of multi-billion dollar tax
evasion and avoidance racket which
has made a mockery of the tax
statutes.

for the prrp..ii.d

EXPOSE

classes.

THE TAX THIEVERY

BY THE MONOPOI,IES

This Committee has a responsibil-

ity to tell the American

people the
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taxation. Ary such tax measure fiscating taxes
,,pay-as_earn
violates the general welfare clause withholding', on a
method of ' t"*irrs
of our Constitution and is damaEinE workers,
the breadwirrr.r, fo, thE
to our national interests. Thereiori
million are taxed into sreater
77
Congress should establish a standarj poverry.
Only at the end Jf *r.
of tax exemption based on th; year,
when they file returns, can thev
United States Department of Labor even
ask for a rebate. That tax ani
standards.
that practice violates our national
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facts about tax evasion by the corPorations and the wealthy. We urge that
every tax evader be put in the sPot-

way as to shift taxes from those most
able to pay to those least able to pay,

Nobody seriously justifies the special

from those living in luxury to those
living in want. That process must be
halted and reversed by this Congress.
Historically the income tax was
the outstanding progressive tax, designed to collect revenues from those
most able to pay, including corporations and wealthy individuals. The
campaign for taxation according to
ability to pay put this tax in our
Constitution fifty years ago. But
today the corporations pay less than
one-third of the tax, while twothirds of the individual taxes come
from family incomes of less than

deduction

$ro,ooo.

light. Workers who live in poverty
and have their full tax of 15 to 20 per
cent confiscated from their pay envelope by a withholding method, cannot see the justice in a system which
permits a wealthy corporation such
as the Atlantic Refinery Corporation,
a subsidiary of Standard Oil, to get
by with no taxes, although it made
a net profit of $3o5 million in 196r,
or Standard Oil itself getting by
with 8 to rc/6 tax when corPorations
in that high bracket should pay 52%.

to the oil

for depletion granted
corporations. To give

special privilege

to those who profit

on natural resources is to honor
thievery. It is a sign o[ the corrup
don, moral decay and class favoritism
of our system when unearned income is taxed at lower rates than
earned income.
While it is not my purpose to go
into details of protected tax crimes
of the wealthy and the corporations,
yet this committee could at leas submit the full facts to the American

people. When the President called
for a tax cut and tax reforms, the
door was opened. It must now be
opened wide for all to see what
has been the practice, what are the
needed reforms, and the urgency of
tax cuts. During the recent years the
whole system of taxation has been

manipulated and altered

in

such

a

The

on Economic rnterest.
in a study, pouerty and To avoid an increase in poverty,
Depriwtlon in thc' (Jnited'Stiti, it is obvious
thar an individual wii'f,
uses the
U.S. Department of Labor

an income of $z,ooo or less shoulj
to show that the Dovertv De e-xempt trom
taxes, and a familv
level for families of four
of four with an income of $4,ooo
i*rr""',
includes all those with an irr."-. should
also be exempt.
statistics

oJ less than $4,ooo per year, and
that the deprivation l.u.i in.lrd.u
those families with incomes of between.$4,ooo and $6,ooo per year. And
according ro the figur; of the De_
partment of Labor, there are ?a.
million people in families who [iJ
in povery and anorher 37 million
in families who live in diprivation.
In this autoritative study, unat,.g*.d.d ,,
l.ached individuals
"r. thlir
living in poverty when
"nn"ri
rncomes are below $z,ooo and
in
deprivation when thiii annual in-

Never before has the burden of
taxes been so concentrated on the
backs of labor, the blue collar,

salaried and professional workers. It
is these groups that need tax relief,
especially those with the lowest
income.

}ON'T TAX THOSE IN POVERTY
AND DEPRIVATION
We, as well as other Americans,
are concerned that people should
have economic security and higher
living standards, should have the
opportunity for socially useful work,
to enjoy health, recreation and education, a chance to earn a good
living and to participate fully in
the life of our country. Thus it is
obvious that those who live at sub.
standards should not be reduced to
greater poverty or deprivation by

Crcnference

Progress

,

It is likewise true ihat any effort
to overcome deprivation iequires

that we exempt from taxation ihor.

unatrached individuals whose annual

income is up to $.3,ooo and those
tamilies of four whose annual incorne is below $6rooo.

TALTO

RELIEVE ECONOMIC
STAGNATION

Any approach to relieve economic
stagnation re-qr,.rres as one step, com-

plete tax relief to those living in
poverty and deprivation. Sucli tax
comes are between $z,ooo and
reliet not only adds to the living
$3,ooo
Ap{", according to the Depa.iil..r,
standards of 77 million Americani
of
-Labor statistics, there are four
a prerequisite to any
million unattached individuals livins growth
?u. i]rgrnis
our economy. Any effori
in poverry and two million ,rr] to avoid or curb an impending
1963attached individuals living in de_ 64 recession,
or
to
mitigat.
tt".7oi_
privation.
of a future depression re7\ty, Z7 million Americans, or sequence
quires primary consideration to those
two-fifths of our population, live in groups.
Of course, that objective
poverty or deprivation. LJnder our requlres
more than tax relief ,and
present law and the practice of conother measures must also be ,ri;;:
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However, tax relief to low income
groups is an imrnediate tonic to the
market of consumer goods. On the
other hand, the tax relief to high
income has only a speculative effect
on limited luxury items and deprives

the government of revenues needed
to meet the people's needs. This only
increases the contrast between the
wasteful luxury and dire necessity,
and aggravates the sickness of the
economy.

The Administration in its publicity
has clairned that the greatest tax
relief in its program was to the low
income groups. This is not actually
true. Certain low income groups and
especially the senior citizens on
social security, and low income
individuals who are dependent o'n
sick benefit, would face a greater
tax. It is not enough to say that they
would recover the tax by a rebate
and the $3oo tax-deduction plan.
The fallacy of the claim that the
propo.sed tax cuts give the greatest
benefit to low income groups is
especially revealed when the President indicates a willingness to scrap
the reforms. This alters the whole
program.

To abandon the reforms is to give
another bonanza to the wealthY.
While the lower income groups
would also get a cut, yet at the
same time they would continue to
be saddled with an even greater
proportion of the tax burden.
Thus, under the President's Program with the reforms, those with

adjusted gross incomes of $3poo or
less would get a 39 percent tax cut.

But, if the reforms are abandoned,
their cut would be reduced to 28.3

percent.

Those with adjusted gross incomes
$5o,ooo a year would get a nine

of

per cent tax cut if the reforms are
included, but if the reforms are
scuttled, such persons would get a
22.r Wr cent cut. And the big corporations would fare even better.
During every step of the tax debate, the avarice of the wealthy and
their utter disregard for the needs
of the nation has been repeatedly
exposed. Their agencies, including
the National Association of Manufacturers and the Chamber of Commerce, have revealed themselves as
unscrupulous in seeking their private
gain from any field and regardless
of who is destroyed in the process.
Every tax reform must be directed
against tle power of the monopolies
and their agencies.

TAX ACCORDNG TO ABILITY
TO PAY
The policy of taxation according
to ability to pay necessarily calls for
a sharply graduated income tax. This
applies to corporations as well as to
individuals. Thus, we favor increasing the tax on pro,fiteering individuals and corporations in the
higher brackets. Obviously, those
with an adjusted gross income of
$roo,ooo and having a take-homo
pay of $55;26 can easily pay an
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additional $5,152 ta*; and those with while tax payments
increased onlv
an income of $4oo,ooo and a take- ro/6. Exactly during
this period,
home pay of. $r24,37o can well aflord economic
stagnation has set iri. tris
to pay an additional $33,414. The proves.the bankruptcy of
the argu_
facts are that the wealthv"never Dav ment that
tax cuts for corporations
their full tax. They .rrd.. Th.r.fi.J, stimulate invesrmenr
and irelp emsuch proposals for higher taxes are ployment.
more in order than cuts for high
There sho,uld be no cut in the
income.
general corporation tax rate. The
More significantly, the tax rate President's proposal
to recluce the
now- applied to individual persons rate on th-e-first
of profits to
$z5,ooo
should be extended to the *rponu- zz/6 should
be accepted bul only if
tions, who now have a 5z/o tax accompanied
by the
ceiling. At the present ti*., tt. proposes to prevent measures' he
its use bv bis
corporation making a million dollar husiness.
The Presiderrt', p.opord tE
income pays $5r5,ooo tax, and an put corPorate
tax payments on a
individual making the same amount more current
basis should also be
pays $8z4,ooo tax. They should both
accepted. This will reduce the present
p.ay

highes tax and'the loop-holes
up so that the
revenue would corne to the government. The exrension of the individual
tax rate to corporations would add
to the health of the economy.
lh.e

should be plugged

Much more attention *l',rt

be

given to the monopoly corporations.
The tax is one of tfre key instruments
curb the power of the monopolies.
That instrumenr musr be used iigorto.

ously.

CORPORATIONI TAXES

The President proposes to cut the
corporation income tax from 5z/s
to 47%, with an estimated r.venre
loss of 2.6 billion. But that is immediately after cuts totaling a
similar amount affected in i9A.
Between r95r and t96z corpoiate
cash fow increased almost 1oo/o,

inequity whereby workers have theii
tull tax, or more, deducted from

while
get in_
l-1l:l:.kr
terest-tree use of"emptoyers
their tax money
for up to a year.
II\],IDIVIDUAL INCOME
RATES

In

TAx

the Tax Foundadon, an
of top financiers and
lndustrlalsts, proposed an income
tax scale of. fi44/s in place of the
present zo9r/6. Mr. Kinnedv's rz1959

organization

65/6

scale almost exactly

.or..rporrd',

with this and other 'big bu'ri".;;
proposals. The cut in thi tax pro_
posed
-averages z3/6, but rises' to
29'/o for
incomes over $roo,ooo.
However, an equal percentage cut

rn Exes does not mean an even cut
for difierent income b.n futr. Whri
counrs is the number of points by
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which the tax rate is cut. The Presi-

dent offers z6 points

to the toP

bracket and a 5 point average to the
bottom bracket. The million dollar
man is ofiered five times as much,

proportionately, as the $6,ooo man.
His- proposal

will

raise the after-tax

income of a $6,ooo a year man (joint
retrun, two dependents) by $136, or
2.6% over the ry62 actual, while the
$roo,ooo a year man (ioint return,
two dependents) would gain $9,68o,
or fi/6. The First National City
Bank admits that because of the
contrast in the number of Points
cut, the projosal may be described
as a "gifi to the rich." An entirelY
difierent approach must be taken.
We support the AFL-CIO proposal for splitting the first bracket
rare at n'/" and r5'/o, instead ot 4"/.
ard 16'/o, as proposed by the President. We agree with the AFL-CIO
that the cut be fully eflective immediately, and that higher brackets
should not be cut at this time.

and occupational expenses. But a
worker earning $6,ooo a year-and
most workers earn less--cannot
satisfy these minimum requirements
because he must first subtract $8oo
for state and federal employment and

income taxes. He has to earn well
over $7rooo to get the minimum necessary take-home.

To meet the basic requirements
today, the personal exemption would
have to be $3poo for a single individual, and $6,ooo for a family of
four. But the actual exemptions are
$6oo and $z,4oo respectively. ifhe
latter is worth, in purchasing
power, less than one-third of the pre-

war exemption, and 64'/" of

the

$z,ooo exemption granted in the
emergency condition of World War
II.
The President pointed out that the
present law taxes people with incomes so low that they should not
have to p,ay taxes. But he considers
raising exemptions too costly and
proposes instead to raise the rn-iniPERSONAL EXEMPTIONS
mum standard deduction by $3oo
The persond exemption is de- plus $roo for each dependent. This
signed to enable everybody to re- measure which would be better if
tain enough to provide his familY the amount was $4oo as urged by the
with basic necessities. Pre-war ex- AFL-CIO, would help only a minoremptions of $z,5oo for a married ity of lowerincome {amilies, and
couple and $4oo for each dependent, will yield labor as a whole only
about covered such necessities at $zzo million of additional take-home
then-prevailing prices.
Pay.
With the need for tax relief recogLabor Department figures show
that a family of 4 requires now $6poo nized, raising personal exemptions
to pay for very modest requirements should have top prioriry. Tlte ry4i
of goods, rents, services, insurance ekemption would be reproduced, in
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purchasing power, with an exemp- Pg9-nle with incomes up ro
$r5,ooo
.
tion of $q:S p.r person. Allowing for will gain
more than, o.-as mu& ar,
prospective price rises, and fo,r the under the Adminisradon plan.
fact that we are not in a war emerWe oppose the reduction of corgency, we propose setting it at $r,ooo poration tax rates, except for small
per person. While still short of en. companies whose net profit is
$25,abling a working class family to pur- ooo.a year. We urge the balancing
chase all necessities before-tax de4..budget by closing the maioi
ductions, it will be a big step to- 9f
loopholes ro evade taxes by it.
wards that goal. This is ln aicord wealthy and by corporations, and by
with the AFL-CIO program, which reducing military spending. Such
can be considered as representing the a program is in the interests of the
demand of the American workirrg American people and of our counpeople.
try today and for the future.
The combined efiect of our proOUR PROPOSAL FOR THIS
posals will be an gr8-$r9 billion^tax
SESSION OF CONGRESS
cut, about two.thirds of which could
For action by this session of Con- be attributed to raising
exemptions.
gress, we supporr the AFL-CIO A worker with an
income of^$6,ooo
proposal to reduce personal income and a family
of filing a joinr retaxes for the first $z,ooo of taxable turn, will have 4,
an increase of $4og,
income to n/, and ryo/o, instead of
in
his
take-home pay over
2.87:,
2,
zo/" to be effective completely as of that
of 1962, allowing for thl 1963
Ianuary \ rfi3. For joint returns, rlse ln tne employment tax. This
taxation would begin at $4,ooo. We contrasts with
his gain of less than
also urge that the personal tax de- r/" per year under
Mr. Kennedy,s
duction

be increased at Ieast $4oo as
recommended by the AFLCIO instead of the $3oo in the Administra-

tion proposal.
We also include the proposal to

increase personal exemplions from
the present $6oo per person to $rrooo

per person.
The combined effect will be a tax
cut of $r8 billion. Most of the benefit will go to lower and middle income brackets. The average worker
will gain three time as -much as
under President Kennedy's plan.

plan.

Our proposal will mean a real rise
welfare, a real rise in mass purchasing power that could liru.
noticeably
-good economic efiects,
and bring about some rise in emplor_
ment. Our proposal will benefit^blue
collar and white collar workers, professionals, small b,usiness men and
farmers. Most people in these gr*;
wru g.un tnore than under the president's
-plan. For those *ith i".ome,
over. $r5,ooo, the savings will be
smaller under our proporl"l.

in
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THE TAX

CUT

Mr. KennedY's tax and sPending
Drosram will lead to budget deficits
if $"rs-$ro billion per year. Such additi;ft to the huge national debt of
$ro8 billion rvill have harmful con-

.iou..r..t. That program will

cause

tire' national inteiest- burden, which
enriches bankers at the exPense of
taxpayers, to go uP even faster than
formerlv. Such pioposals will provide thi monetary basis for excesses
in speculation bY the banks' The
President's progrim makes it easier
for monopoiieJto raise prices' That
causes a b'oom and bust on the stock

reduction in federal sPending, or
some combination of the two'
CLOSING THE LOOPHOLES

The entire cost of the tax relief

we DroDose can be restored ty collectirrgi.*.t at the legal rates on all incoire. Today, an army of roo,ooo tax

experts arc emPloYed actuallY to
heio wealthv individuals and corporations to avoid paying higher taxes,

and they grow more successful at

all the time.

The President

it

ProPosed oniY a

small start on this problem. His reouest to eliminate the tax credit on
d'iuidend income should be enacted'
Excessive use of deductions is a

market and will drastically weaken
When the average
international confidence in the dol- maior loophole.
finds $zo,ooo of
man
year
a
$roo,ooo
more
much
lar, making devaluation
the
and
$5oo,ooo man
deductions,
likelv. if not certain.
it is ob'
deductions,
in
finds
$r4o,ooo
In'ihort, the uPward creeP of livdeductions
these
of
most
that
vious
ing costs will accelerate to a walk or
for tax avoidance PurtrJt, adue.s.ly affecting the living are created President.
rightly-atacks
The
poses.
This
maioritY.
standards of' the
method is
his
But
.*..ttes.
speedup in higher Prices will more ih.r.
taxpayer
small
the
on
harsh
equally
than wipe oui the gains that lower
rntermortgage
necessary
deducting
will get from the
income i"*prY.t.
^
bills,
doctor
and
taxes
;state
real
est,
three'
a
President's measure over
deducting
as on the rich tax dodger
vear oeriod.
' On the other hand, with our tax for luxurious yachts and African
safaris as business expenproposal, working PeoPle will get a huntinq
of 5% income foor
In-stead
ses.
much larger and more lmmecllate
the limitations
deductions,
under
left
sain, and io will have something
ceiling on debe
a
should
$z,5oo
prices
if
even
i" higt.t real income
yield
the needed
will
ductions. This
rise later.
of those
expense
the
at
and
revenue,
But to protect the PeoPle from inmisusing
now
are
pay
whg
to
able
fation, to insure real benefits, it is
necessary to balance the tax cut out deductions.
The worst loophole is capital gains.
"lvith an increase in other taxes, or a

Taxed at half the ordinary rate, or
less, this costs the Treasury $5 billion or more a year. But instead of
closing it, the President proposes to
widen it by subjecting only 3o/" of.
the capital gains, instead of. 5o/" to
tax. Wealthy people have arranged
to receive an increasing proportion
of their income in the form of capital gains, in order to avoid taxes.
Over half of the income of people
in the top brackets (over $5oo,ooo)
is now called capital gains. That is
tax thievery.
This loophole should be plugged.
Capital gains should be taxed like
other income, fo,r corporations and
individuals. Income-averaging to
avoid undue taxatior of windfalls
should be permitted. The President's
proposal to tax capital gains on trans-

fer at

death, with a suitable minimum exclusion, should be adopted.

Failure to cut the notorious oil

depletion deduction

for

individuals

and corporations is a serious omission from the President's proposal.
There is no justification for thii special privilege deduction. All depletion allowances, for oil and other
materials, should be ended. This
would provide more than $z billion
added revenue. And surely the practice of giving the Rockefellers tax
deduction for taxes paid by them in
Venezuela should be abolished.
Reduced tax rates for financial
corporations and foreign investments
Should be ended. Expense account
abuses should 'be cuitailed at the

U.S.

source by imposing on each business
enterprise a maximum ceiling on
travel and entertainment and advertising expense allowances, related to

the size and rype of business.
REDUCTNG ARMAMEIVT
SPE,NIDING

The best way to finance tax relief

is to cut the swollen military budget. The Administration increases
spending for defense, space and international affairs by $+ billion

yearlyt twice as fast as its predecessor. For fiscal 1964 such oudays are

scheduled to reach fi6z1 billion,
which is $r5 billion more than in
fiscal

196o.

Talk of curtailing civilian expenditures is besides the point. Most
major federal civilian programs are
required by the provisions of permanent legislation, and the big volume items are under trust funds.
Aside from these, there is very little
genuine welfare spending left. These
expenditures should be greatly inoreased. Funds which are now
marked for military wastefulness
should be transferred for peace programs, and social purpises. When
such funds are available for a jobs
program during a period of disarmament, then the economy of the
country is strengthened. 'Ihere is
sdll plenty of room for tax cuts.
ECONOMICS OF A TAX CUT
We agree with the AFLCtrO that
a tax cut primarily benefitting lower
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incomes will increase mass Purchasing power, improve economic
activity and employment. That is
essential. Many people now see the
disaster and waste of the trickle'
down po,sition taken by the KennedY
Administration last year. The result
of last year's big business tax cuts
decline instead of a rise in in-a
vestment-shows again the fallacY
of the trickle-down view. What's
good for Wall Street is not good for
America.

We agree that powerful measures
are necessary to end stagnation, to
place the country on the path of
economic growth, end the increas-

Unemployment insurance

thirds

of

at

two-

regular wages, lasting

as

Iong as unemployment lasts, applying
to ill workers. Doubled social security
benefits, and national health insurance

for all;
National anti-discrimination legislation, with stiff penalties for violation,
enforced to ensure the right to full em'
ployment equality for Negroes and
other minorities;
Enactment by Congress of legislation
enabling the Government to carry out
the central mandate of President Roosevelt's Economic Bill of Rights, "The
right to a useful and remunerative iob
in the industries, or shops, or farms
or mines of the nation." The Govern-

ment should be required to provide
find use- employment for all able and willing
to work, at union conditions and
ful jobs for the millions of idle wages,
on projects to catch up with
to
end
no
future
and
youth seeing
the vast unfilled backlog of social needs
the outrage of. 77 million Ameriend the deficit in decent housing,
cans living in dire poverty or in -to
in educational and health facilities and

ing

mass unemployment,

deprivation in the wealthiest country in the world.

Flowever,

no tax program can

serve as a panacea that

of

these problems.

A

will

solve all

good tax pro.

gram will help, but to make decisive
progress, a rounded program

number

of

features

is

with

a
necessary.

Other desirable measures to increase

mass purchasing tlower-many
of them not requiring Government outlays-are:

A

in the workweek to 35
in pay, as
recommended by the AELCIO;
Minimum wages of $r.5o per hour,
applied to all workers without excep
reduction

hours without reduction

tion;

personnel,

in

development

of

water

systems and recreational resources, and

an extensive program

of public works.

Enormous sums must be spent to
catch up. The key to releasing those
funds, to permit America to march
forward again, is the achievement
of disarmament and peaceful co-

operative relations with socialist
countries and all other countries.
Other economic results will accornpany this.

Our factories and farms can bene-

fit from many billions of

dollars

worth of business with the socialist
countries which is now prohibited.
Foreign aid can become a means of
sending countries goods made by

A TAX PROGRAM FOR THE U.S.
II
Arnerican labor and needed for their comments on taxes. However, this
independent development, instead effo,rt to suppress our right to be
of surplus munitions and bribes for heard, by a government committee,
dictators.
on the grounds stated only proves
The program we recommend that the Attorney General's - "list"
today on taxes and other economic is a violation of the Constitution and
matters can be carried out now, and is now being used to destroy the
should be enacted by this Cbngress. Constitutional right of Americans
This requires a bold application of to petition on such a vital matter
the policy of taxation aicording to as taxes.
ability to pay.
Not only is this an arb,itrary and
capricious act against the CommuA PROTEST
nist Party but against a whole list
As a related but separate point, I of organizations. The Communist
also protest the ruling of the Chair- Party has always protested against
man, Hon. Wilbur D. Mills, in a "the list" and does not submit to any
letter of February rz.
such characterization as "subversive.t'
In a previous letter I requested It is also apparent that while the de"an opportunity to appear before nial of consritutional rights may be
the Committee on Ways and Means first attempted against the Commuto present the viewpoint of the Com- nits Party, there is no way of indimunist Party, U.S.A. on tax program cating who will be next or who will
and proposals now being considered be the last to face such a denial
of
by the Committee."
Constitutional liberties.
The Chairman replied as follows:
We hold that this "lisr" has no
As the Chairman of the Ways and place in American life and certainly
Means Committee, this is to advise no validity as to the Congressional
you that I cannot schedule you to pre- hearings. As a matter of-fact, the
sent before the Committee on Ways Senate committees do not
use the
and Means the viewpoint of the Com- "list"
in any such manner, and this
munist Party of the U.S.A. on rhe
tax program and proposals now being is _the first effort, ro our knowledge,
considered by the Committee. ThE when a House Committee has p=ut
rule which the chair has been follow- "the list" to such a use.
When a Congressional Commiting in these matters is not to permit
appearances before the Committee of tee can outlaw a whole group of
representatives or organizations which organizations and thus stifle public
are on the Attorney General's list of debate on such a vital matter as taxsubversive organizations.
ation, then that is tantamount to
At this point, I do not want to "taxation without representation."
divert from the substance of our This is such a violation of Consti-
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tutional liberties that no serious
American who respects the traditions of our country can accept a rul-

ing with such an implication.
We have proceeded with our
statement on taxes and our protest
on this ruling of Chairman Mills on
the basis we assume the ruling is
without validity, and will not be ap
plied.

In

conclusion, we again urge full
consideration of the proposals which

we have subnritted on taxes in the
interests of the needs of the American people. The discussion on taxes
is not limited to the hearings. It is
a debate whiih takes place in every
factory, farm and lrome. This country needs tax relief and a new mx
program. This Congress can take
the first steps by giving primary
consideration to the demands of labor and the mass of the people.

Parallelism and Democracy
By Elizabeth Gurley Flynn

On Decembe r 28, t962, President
John F. Kennedy, in a lerter to
Nikita S. Khrushchev, head of the
Soviet government, wrote as follows:
"There appear to be no differences
between your views and mine regarding the need for eliminating war

in this nuclear

age."

This is interesting, in light of dre
fact that parallelism of views, or
agreement with the Soviet Union, is
the major charge in the findings of
the Subversive Activiries Control
Board against the Communist Parry,

U.S.A. under the McCarran Act. In
fact, parallelism is the basic pillar of
the governmenCs case today. All the
others have collapsed. The proceedings have been so lengthy and tortuous tlat it is well to recall what the
government's case looks like after
twelve years. The Board's hearings

Hoppy Birthdoy, Deor Mike!
On April rz, Michael Gold reached his Toth birthday. This staunch
and perceptive artist
lews Without Money is classical - has been
- whoseliterary
a central figure in American
history for almost half a century. His
association with Neat Masses, the Daily Worfter and The Worfter brought
his anger, passion and vision to hundreds of thousands of Americans;
among the countless numbers he infuenced centrally is included the pres€nt writer. For all the readers of. Political Affairs, and for the entire fiaternity of progressive Americans, heartiest congratulations, dear Mike; may
you continue, for rnany, many years helping to "Change the World!"

-

The Editor.

that in spite of strenuous eflorts on
the part of the government to prove
otherwise, there was no euideni that
the C.P.U.S.A. receives financial aid
from the Soviet Union or any other

foreign sources; there uas no euidence ol foreign training of Commu-

nist Party personnel. The Board
further admitted that the Parrv employed. secrecy nor to hide foreign
control but to protect its membJrs
from domestic harassment. It seems
extraordinary that in spire of the
toregoing, Attorney General Robert
F. Kennedy was quoted in rhe New
Yorft Tirnes immediately after the
lupreme Court's decision (ordering
the Party to register under'the Mc"Carran Act) as saying: "I don'r beIieve there would be any fuss or
bother at all if the Party was nor
being financed,by the Soviet Llnion.,,
Apparendy he did not know what

lasted for rj months, the government produced zz witnesses (all but
one or two were FBI informers and

the actual findings of the S.A.C.B.
were.

stoolpigeons); there were rr,ooo
pages of testimony. It has now one
weak and wobbly peg left to stand

The theory of parallelism is based
upon Section 13: Paragraph D of the

McCarran Aci, whic'h lncludes as
upon: the characterization of the part of the elements to determine
views of the Communist Party as whether an organization is a Commechanically identical with thoie of munist Action organization i,the ,*the Soviet Union-or parallelism.
tent to tuhich its aieus and policies
The Subversive Activities Conrrol do 7ot deuiate lrom those of such
Board was compelled to admit in its f.orei.gn goyerlrment or foreign organfinal report to the Supreme Court ization," (which means the wirld
r3

q
r4
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Communist movement, already referred to in Section z).
How did the government attempl
to prove thisl The government's star
witness was Prof. Philip Mosely,
Director of the Russian Institute of
Columbia University. He was presented as an objective expert, a clean
witness. He was not an FBI agent

or informer. This was invaluable to
the government especially after the
testimony of their witnesses-Crouch,

Johnson and Matusow- had been
thrown out by order of the Supreme
Court as tainted with periury. Dr.
Mosely was on the witness stand be-

tween three and four weeks. He
testified that on a series of 45 international questions, starting with the
League of Nations in r9r8 and coming to the Korean War in 1953, the
C.P.U.S.A. and the Soviet Union
had taken similar positions.
Mr. John Abt, attorney for the
Party describes the procedure in his
recent brochure, Nout Is the Titne,
as follows:
Professor Mosely introduced in evidence an article from a Russian newspaper, Izueslia or Praada, or a statement bv some Russian official. Then he
introdu'ced an article from the D'aily
Worfter on the same subiect by some
Communist Party officer in this coun-

try. Then he testified that the two

articles expressed parallel views. For
instance, he testified that both the Soviet Union and the Communist PartY
of this country urged a second front

in World War II. Of course, the fact
that President Roosevelt urged the

same thing was not considered by the
Board as significant. Another example:

Mosely showed that

the

Communist

Party of this country and the

Soviet
Union both denounced Syngman Rhee

as a corrupt fascist dictator. That was

back

in

agreed

cight or nine
of South Korea

1952. Some

years later the people

with this characterization

and

kicked Synghman Rhee out. But that,
says the Board, has nothing to do with

the

case.

Other issues cited by Prof. Mosely
were: West Germany; the Italian
elections of 1948; the North Atlantic
Pactl control of atomic energy; election of Yugoslavia to the UN Secur-

ity Council, ry4g the Cardinal

Mindszenty case, rg49; United Na-

tions action in Koreal for Communist
China's seating in the UN; the peace

with lapan, r95r; peace in
Korea. The most amazing item was

treaty

Prof. Mosely's testimony about an
article in the British publication, thcn

called New Statcsman and Nation.
In it there was an article by Georgc
Bernard Shaw which had been
quoted by lzuestia. Prof Mosely said
that "while it is not a Communist
publication in the sense that it is
not issued by the Communist Party
of Great Britain, nevertheless in
some aspects of its policies and recommendations it tends from time
to time to parallel many of the Soviet and foreign recommendations."
This will be news in London.
The Party's attorneys called attention to the fact that in z7 out of the
45 cases cited the position taken by

the C.P.U.S.A. anredated the position of the Soviet Union. This was
rejected by the Board and later by
Justice Frankfurter in his decision
as follows: "The government expressly disclaimed any attempt to

es-

tablish chronological sequence between the announced position of the
two." FIow could the C.P.U.S.A. be

"following the dictates" if it spoke
first and had no means of knowing
the views of the Soviet Unionl
In addition, the Party argued before the Board on the reasonableness
of the positions it took and that
similar positions were taken by many
other groups, individuals and publications, who were concerned with
such p,ublic affairs, hotly contested
at the time. Prof. Mosley was asked
by the Party's attorneys whether in
each case he cited an informed
American observer, in the exercise
of independent iudgment and sensitive to the best interests of the U.S.,
might not also reasonably have arrived at the views held by the Party
and the Soviet Union. The S.A.C.B.
ruled this question out as improper,
and ]ustice Frankfurter upheld this
exclusion "ro auoid opening the
sluices to litigation of the uiews of a
tnultitude of third parties."
Many of the issues listed are a
matter of history today, although
some remain as current problems on
which millions of people are agreed.
Prof. Mosely's parallels ended about
.rg53.Many things have c}anged in
the int€rvening Years. If he were

r5

called upon today to chart accurate
parallels with the Soviet Union, they

might well include hundreds of
scientists, writers, religious and

political leaders in America and elsewhere. Neither President Kennedy
nor Pope John would be exempt. In
fact, if I may digress, Prof. Mosely's
own relations lately with the Soviet
Union have been friendly. He has
attended conferences with Soviet

at Dartmouth College in
USSR, in 1916r,
and Andover, in tg1z. International
peace and cooperation, peaceful
experts
196o,

in the Crimea,

coe><istence, business and cultural relations between the U.S. and the
USSR were discussed. Reporting on
the Andover conference in The Moscoat Neus of November 24, 1962,
Prof. Vladimir Kovenov, one of the

participants reported:

"Sensibh

agreeffient was reached on Cub'a!'
So we can ask Prof. Moselyn "Who's
parallel nowl"

It

seems strange,

in light of the

above, that Prof. Mosely was

willing
to be a party to a legal sleight-ofhand, which was so obviously misleading. In so doing, he helped materially, as a star witness, to bolster
the McCarran Act, which states as
"a fact" that there is an international conspiracy to overthrow the
government of the U.S.A. by criminal means, which is headed by the
Soviet Union. One wonders, how
can Prof. Mosely attend friendly and
amicable meetings with Soviet rep
resentatives without rejecting this
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fantastic and slanderous charge. Pos hardly be accused of parallelisms
these
when
period
earlier
an
Youth
re'
does
If
he
changed.
siblv he has
thereiect it, he should say so. The Mc- were in school. It is accused
of
views
with
parallelisms
of
fore
b"rtrt Act legalizes the Cold War'
vintage,
recent
of
C.P.U.S.A.
the
It is an enemy of peaceful coexistence
and friendship between the U.S.A. such as: r) opposing the U.S-|aPand the USSR. It is a monstrous ver- anese Security Pact; z) demanding
tests bY the
sion of the Big Lie and an insult to an end to all nuclear
in Cuban
non-intervention
the USSR. It parallels the edicts of U.S.; 3,)
diplomatic
of
restoration
the
affairs,
fascism and the ravings of Hitler.
The S.A.C.B. has moved not onlY relations with Cuba and protesting
against the Communist PartY but the U.S. Blockade of Cuba in Octoalainst a number of so-called "front ber, t95z 4) opposing the enforceoTganiz,aions." ManY were driven ment of the Smith Act and the Mctotissolve by such harassment. Four Carran Act; 5) opposing legislation
are still involved in legal proceed- on (Jniversal Military Training and
ings, on appeal from orders to regis- Selective Service; 5) advocating thc
tei under- ihe Mccarran Act. The withdrawal of American armed
S.A.C.B. does not initiate proceed- forces from Berlin and urging the
ings against organizations or individ- U.S. to accept the ofier of the USSR
uals. Such action originates with the to "negotiate on Berlin." All of the
Attorney General, who is authorized actions urged by "Advanct" are conbv the law (if he has "reason to be- strued not only by thcse Young PeofiLve" that ,rryon. should register) ole but bv mvriads of other Amerito oetition the Board for an order irn, ,o U6 for the good and welfare
,.q'rri.irrg them to do so. On the fil- of our country. If one were to make
ing of this petition by AttorneY up a list of people today in p'ublic
General Robert F. KennedY, the life as well as private citizens who
Board cites the victim and holds its have taken identical stands on one
hearing. We can therefore assert defi- or several of these issues as these
nitely ihat he is directly responsible thoughtful young people have exfor the most recent citation against pressed, it would include members
an organiation of progressive young of Congress, labor unions and their
students and workers, called "Ad- leaders, religious leaders, scientists,
professors, lawyers, writers, editors,
vance.t'
This is the first citation bY the peace advocates-as well as the CornBoard in 1963 and the first in a munist Party. By the logic of the
number of years to be characteried Attorney General, all such persons
as "a Communist front organiza- are liable to S.A.C.B. citations.
A new wrinkle is included, namely,
tion." Organized in rq6o, it can
\6
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opposition to the McCarran Act! Is
conceivable that one who is a tar'
get of this thought+ontrol act should
favor it ? Yet one is considered a

Parallelism has become a threat,
silence and gag political expression in the United States. It is the
chief weapon left to invoke the Mc'

hundred distinguished

younger generation is no lo'nger a
silent one, as at the height of Mccarthyism. Youth today are aroused

it

to

violator of the law if one opposes Carran Act. It must b,e exposed
it and works for its repeall Nine and vigorously opposed. TodaY's
Americans

recently petitioned President Kennedy to nullify this Act. This last
citation against "Advance" opens up
the foodgates of the Mcarran Act
not only against Communists but
non-Communists and even antiCommunists. It is not a question, as
many believe, as to whether you
agree with the basic Marxist-Leninist theories of the C.P.U.S.A., hut
whether your views on current po-

litical domestic issues may coincide
with any views expressed by the
Party---on peace, the rights of Negro

Americans, rights
ployment,

of labor,

or what have

you.

unem-

to hear, to sPeak, to demonstrate on
all maners which affect their lives,
their interests, their future. They demand the right to hear all points of
view, to discuss, to come to their
own conclusions and to act upon
their decisions. I feel confident large
sections of American youth as well
as adults will rally to the defense of
the rights of "Advance." And youth
elsewhere will undoubtedly protest
sucn a mockery of American democracy. Young Mr. Kennedy will hear
the voice of youth.

California Reiects Anti-Comtnultisln

CALIFORMA REIECTS ANTI.@MMUNISM
1s one of its provisions that hence-

torth it was to be known as the

By

Albert J. Llma

On November 6 more than zrga\,ooo California voters cast a NO vote
to a Constitutional Amendment designed to outlaw so-called "Communist subversion" in that Sta e. This
NO vote was a majoriry of over
948,ooo against the Amendment.
Yet, on October 5, the results of
the California Poll showed hat ap
proval of the measure was almost
four to one over the opposition. The
poll also stated that voters were
shown a card on which the proposition was printed as it would appear on the ballot in November. Voters were asked to say whether they
would vote "yes" or "no" if they
were voting that day.
As it appeared on the ballot, the
amendment was described only as a
measure to control subversive activi-

that the average person was not
Iikely to say "no" to the question
when asked direcdy. While such an

opinion had validity, this very validity also indicated the problem confronting those trying to defeat the
anti-Communist Amendment.
PROPOSITION z4 PENNED

BY ULTRA-RIGHT

the weight of anti-Communism which finds constant inspiration from the needs of those
who promote the cold wffr another elernent, the ultra-Right, is
Besides

now concentrating on

In the California elections, the

anti-Communist measure provided

a

background for the ultra-Right in
the elections. Their aim was to
strengthen their posilion in the Republican Party, elect their own or
favored candidates to offlce, and to

At the time the poll was taken,
both Brown and Nixon had come
out against it, and many infuential
newspapers and organizations had

move the entire political situation
to the Right.
The Amendment itself was their
handiwork. They wrote the measure,
and named it for the lame-duck
Assemblyman Louis Francis. It is
normal for State laws to be identified with the author, but this is the
first time that an Amendment had

taken an editorial stand against the

But this widespread opposition had not as yet made a substantial dent in the overwhelming
weight of the efiect of the constant

measure.

anti-C-ommunist propaganda of recent years.
Those in opposition to the meas'

in

anti-

Communism.

ties.

ure found scant relief

spreading

the most virulent forms of

the idea

rt

Francis Amendment.
The ultra-Right circulated the pe.

titions and turned in over 6oorooo
They boasted that they
had actually gathered one million.

signatures..-

They never proved the latter figure,

but neither were they challeigej

as to the validity

of their claim.
The Amendment and the endre
role of the ultra-Right before and
during the election campaign provided the background foi rhe most
extensive red.baitiag election cam-

r9

perience in Northern California,
which cast 30 per cent of the vote
on the Amendment. This 3o per cent
cast over r,463,ooo NO votes, almost
exactly 50 per cent of the NO votes
cast statewide. This overwhelming
NO vote gave over 758,ooo of the
final 949,ooo NO vote majority.
In this same area, Nixon was defeated by nearly 2go,ooo of the 296,ooo by which he was defeated statewide. It is our opinion that it would
be wrong to draw a direct parallel
between the yote for and against

his-

Nixon and the anti-Communist
Amendment. At the same time, we

Their tactics were successful in

think that the overwhelming defeat
of the Amendment blunted Nixon's

paign in California political

tory.
some states in the West, but in California they received a setback.
Why was the Amendmenr subjected to a smashing defeat? How
were the complications and apathy
surrounding the campaign against
the amendment overcome? What
were the reasons for the dramatic
reversal in this election, where for
the first time an anti-Communist law
was defeated by the vote of the peo-

plel
Initially, one political observer estimated that it would take two million NO votes to defeat the Amendment. The vote for it turned out to
be rg78rooo, so the "educated guess"
proved to be quite accurate. At that
time the possibilities of achieving
a NO vote of that size seemed remote.

Wc

red-baiting campaign in Northern
California and created a favorab,le
atmosphere

for his defeat.

THE ANTI,COMMUNIST
CRUSADE

The preliminary to the struggle
against the Francis Amendment took
place around a series of schools on
anti-Communism organized directly
or indirectly by Dr. Schwartz and
the Birchers.

The ultra-Right attempted

to

create a crusade atmosphere around
these schools. This neo-fascist crusade started in Arizona, where zo,-

a football stadium rally while the State legislature adopted a hill to oudaw the

ooo people attended

Communist Party.
basc this analysis

on our

ex-

They moved to Southcrn Califor-
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nia, culminating in a Hollywood a professional strikebreaking agency
Bowl spectacular which was tele- to learn about the labor movement.
The request by the Party was
vised and re-broadcast a number of
times throughout California. The turned down by the School Board,
ultra-Right boasted that they had but the statement received wide pub-

of the ultra-Right had been over- lot. This proposition was one prong
come. The forces had emerged of a four-pronged bid by the ultriwhich were to become the backbone Right to win iontrol of the largest
of the campaign against the anti- staie in the Union.
Communist amendment.
But proposition z4 had features
The people's movement learned that made it more clearly than any
some important lessons from this other statewide contest the cause
skirmish. The ultra-Right was mak- of the ultra-Right.
ing serious inroads, but it could be
Francis and other Right-wing legdefeated if challenged.
islators had introduced eighteen
Perhaps one important lesson that "anti-subversive" bills at the Sacramany had not yet learned is that mento legislative session, all of which
the ultra-Right is not defeated by a were defeated. Francis then auskirmish. Continuing experiences in thored the Francis Amendment to
California political life are taking the State Constitution which concare of that gap.
tained most of the features of the
When the struggle was taking defeated bills.
place around the anti-Communist
The initiative petition campaign
school, one spokesman for the lib". mobilized the manpower and reerals described the ]ohn Birch So- sources of the Ultras. The petition
ciety as consisting of little old ladies circulators were given cooperation
in tennis shoes. The realiry is far by local Chambers of Commerce,
different. They are a serious politi- Kiwanis and Lions Clubs, Veterans
cal movement with long range ob- organizations, etc.
The campaign began in Southern
iectives. Therefore, one skirmisih
leads to another. The ultra-Right will California's Orange and San Diego
be removed from political life when Counties, where the Birchites have
the sections of big business which their main base. Flamboyant techspawn this movement are stripped niqhes were used to get signatures
of their political and economic po- "against Communism."
sition.
The achievement of sufficient sigThe defeat of the Anti-Commu- natures was an impressive and sonist Schools only laid the basis, and bering feat. Not since the days of the
brought forth some of the contend- Progressive Party had enough siging forces for the next, more diffi- natures been collected by volunteers
cult and far more important strug- to put a measure on the ballot.
gle: the 196z elections in the State
I.INITY OF THE
California.
PEOPLE UNFOLDS
' ofThe
Francis Amendment was
given number 24 on the State balThe basis for the coalition that

raised some $3oo,ooo

in

Southern

California.

They then moved to the

San

Francisco Bay Area, and it was here
that the crusade ran into shoal waters, its momentum checked by the
reefs of mass resistance.

The shocking

success,

and the in-

creasing lunatic hysteria accompany-

ing the

schools and the rallies in
Arizona and Southern California
aroused the opposition.
The first school was in Berkeley

and had long since been announced

by the Board of Education. Bill
boards and handbills were circulated
throughout the city. When the
school was identified with the ultraRight a storm of protest struck the

school board. The school was held
but the circus features were eliminated (the Boy Scouts, the brass
bands, etc.) and the last lecture had
as many protesters as participants.

The Communist Party of Northern California asked to provide the
speaker for one of the lectures. Its
statement pointed out that it was
foolish to expect to learn about
Communism from professional antiCommunists. It pointed out that one
would not go to hear a spokesman
of the White Citizens Council to
learn about the Negro people's move-

ment, nor to hear a spokesman fom

licity.
The Bay Area school was then announced to be held in the Oakland

Municipal Auditorium. The people
learned other facts about the Bay
Area School. Some forty Mayors of
surrounding cities had endorsed the
school, as had some boards of supervisors, some school boards, and
some city councils. The individual
sponsors of the school were announced and many of them were
the same as the sponsors for the
Right-to-Work initiative which the
voters had overwhelmingly defeated
in the 1958 elections.
The labor movement condemned
the anti-labor sponsorship of the
school. Protests were lodged against
many local po,liticians who had endorsed the school. Very few withdrew their sponsorship, but virtually
none participated.
The strong protest from labor,
from the students, the liberal wing
of the Democratic Party, from many
in the Negro community, and the
Left and progressives took the wind
out of the sails of the crusade. A
school which had prepared for thousands, had only hundreds in attendance. The pevious financial success
was now balanced by the loss of
several thousands of dollars. The
apathy and fear of the red-baiting

2r
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finally defeated No. z4 lay in

the
measure itself. The first two sections,

giving the definitions for "communistr" "communist-action" and "sub.
versive" organizations were copied
from the McCarran Act.
It was around Section 3 that the
opposition to No. 24 was crystalized.
This section provided that the powir
to brand organizations and individuals as "communist" or "subversie"

might be exercised by "an appellate
or superior court, or by the grand
iury of any county in this State, or
by the Attorney General of the
State of California, or by any court,
officer board, commission, agency or

other body of the Government of
the United States making such finding. . . ."
By giving grand juries and individuals and bodies such powers, a
Pandora's box would have opened
up in a large and politically complicated State such as California.
The remaining provisions of the
measure deprived members of
branded organizations o[ political
rights, tax exemptions, or government employment.
Relying on the analysis prepared
by the ACLU, the Legislative Committee of the Friends Service Committee, the Public Affairs Committee of the San Francisco |unior
Chamber oI Commerce, such groups
as the California Teachers Association, the State PTA, and the Council
of Churches went on record against
the measure, as did the more liberal

organized labor.
Governor Brown, taking the offensive against the red baiting parti-

that by denying due process of law
Section 3, the "Communists"
would escape the penalties of the law
because the court would throw it

san campaign, went out of his way

out.

and progressive organizations

to

and

attack No. 24. The infuential

Bishop Pike, of the Episcopal Church

in San Francisco, took the initiative
in calling together a citizens' committee against 24, and together with
a past President of the California
Bar Association, signed the argument against the measure which was
mailed out to all voters with the
ballot.

The campaign against z4 also illustrated the role played by splits
in the bourgeoisie in providing
conditions for democratic victories
and advances.
The Republican Party was rent
by a struggle for power between
the moderates and old guard, against

the ultra-Right which was making
inroads in their campaign to capture
control of that party.
Fear was felt in some big business quarters that an ultra victory,
especially passage of No. 24, would
give the state the reputation of beirrg extremist and politically unstable, and that this would discourage investment.
Nixon set the tone for conservative opposition to proposition z4 by
stating that though he fully agreed
with the aims of the Francis Amend-

ment, "unfortunately there appears
to be a fatal Constitutional flaw" in
it. The faw, according to him, rvas

in

Many mass organizattons that
would not in the past have taken a
stand against an "anti-subversive"
measure came out against 24. This
was due in part to the work of liberals and conservatives such as
Bishop Pike and Gardiner Johnson
and Joseph Ball of the Bar Association.

In

of respectable opinion in the State felt that
the unanimity of their opposition
to the amendment would be suffigeneral, the leaders

cient to def.eatz4. Some liberal demo-

crats and labor leaders and Left
circles saw 24 as a diversion intended
to draw money and manpower away
from the fight to defeat Nixon and
they did not intend to be diverted.

ROLE OF THE LEFT
Some

Left circles overestimated

the amount of anti-Communist hysteria, and thinking z4 cr:;uld not be
defeated, called for concentration

on candidates.
The key ideological and tactical
problem was how to reach the
masses of voters with an understanding of proposition 24.
The defeat of Nixon was regarded
.as the main task by labor and progressive forces. If activists campaigned against z4 would this aid
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or detract from the main taskl Nixon's campaign was giving rise to
one of the most extensive red-baiting attacks in the history of California politics. To overcome resistance to an active campaign against
24, it was argued that that campaign
would provide the most favorable
framework for the defeat o,f Nixon's
red-baiting.

The final outcome of the elections
gives validity to this estimation. The
area which gave No. z4 better than

a 2 to r thrashing, saw Nixon

de-

feated by a majority of 29o,ooo votes.
Should the Left and progressive
forces mount a campaign, develop
forrns, issue material and urge
broader forces to enter into a vigor-

bus campaign against 24, when
there is in existence a broad citizens
group against the measure? Is it sectarian, disruptive, and diversionary
to do so in that situationl
Initiative in such a situation is
condemned as being sectarian, as be-

ing offensive to the more conservative elements in the movement, of
endangering the existing coalition,
of being old methods of work, etc.
In meeting these arguments, it was
pointed out that reunification of the
Left required overcoming the opposition to Left initiative in the development of various forms of activities on this key issue as part of
the growing mass movement.
The real test of such initiative is

whether or not it brings forth the
slogans, tactics and activities which

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
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ieal t.rt for the Left, not simPlY
waiting for the more conservative

gras$ roots campaign which emerged.

I4any of these groups entered the

of their
of the movement to do grass roots campaign because
ortheir
of
the
interests
i"r.ern
for
everything essential for the most
which
issue
the
but
ganization,
rounded out camPalgn.
the condemThe camPaign against N', 24 united all of them was done
to due
the violence

section"s

oo..d .h.r.' pt.-oUt.t*. The

liberal
which
leadershiP
lnd .onr.ruaiive
Committee
Citizens
the
organized
were able to convince organlzatlons
to come out against 24. At the,same

time thev were unable to Plan a

campaign to reach individuals' They

slow in getting out any
weri vety
'and
were content to relY
on official endorsements of oPPosi-

material

tion to No.

24.

THE COMMON DENOMINATOR
issued bY all
and !V t1,.
individuals,
groups and
to be the
proved
concept
orr.
ir.rr,
Lo-*ot denominator for all. This
common denominator was that section 3 violated due Process of law'
It wiuld deny those charged with

In the statements

nation of

of law in No.

24. This was
conservafrom
common to everyone
tives to the Left.
This was not a camPaign against
the HUAC, nor the McCarran or
Smith Act, nor in defense of the victims of the McCarran Act, nor the
Communist Party. It was a camPaign
against the Francis Amendm{ent,
oionosition 24 orr the ballot, beirur. it violated due process of law
and potentially would threaten all
kinds of individuals and groups in
the State of California. This became
to develoPing a grass
the approach
-movement
process

CALIF0RNIA REIECTS ANTI-COMMUNI
problems caused delay and confusion
at a time when speej was of the essence. The final jolt which propelled

for precinct literature,

b,uttons,

bumper strips, newspaper ads, radio spots, etc.
Students, especially, r.l,ere attracted

to the 6ght against No. 24. In parr,
this refected a healthy trend towards
direct participation in community
struggle going beyond the symbolic

picket line on "moral" issues.
But in part it also refected the
continuing preference for pure is-

to reach

The initiative for grass roots electioneering against z4fell to the rank

campaign provided the way station
in political developments for radical
$tudents. Through the campaign

people

designed

-

with this

message.

and file liberals, students and the
The ideological and tactical
Left.
in
daY
their
having
of
right
the

had their _6rst experience working
with local democratic and trade-

union campaign committees, and by
the movement forward *", th. ..- the end of the camgaign many werl
sult^of the poll by the newspapers working gladly for liberal Democraton October 5. This poll showed ihat ic candidates.
66 yr cent of the people were ready
The last few weeks one of the
to vote YES, only 17 per cent NO, most vigorous campaigns in many
and 17 per cenr undecided.
years ,of political history swepr
By that time much ground work throughout
Northern California.
had already been accomplished. Citi- Citizens comminees issued leaflets,
zens committees had either been or- special trade union leafets were
ganized or. were in the planning printed and distributed. One local
stages in all of the key areai in and
union mailed a trade-union analysis
around the B"y Area. Material, to every local union in the state
much of it reprints of editorials, proposing various actions which the
mimeographed copies of statements
locals could take.
by the organizations which had
Literally hundreds of thousands
made analysis or issued statements of leaflets were distributed throughagainst the amendment, had been out the area. A group of Negro minmade available and was going out isters issued a leaflet directed at the
in an increasing stream.
Negro community with the slogan,
Local committees raised money "Don't turn California into another

sues over "compromised" candidates
and the two-party system. The z4

roots

Slyt

many "student movement"

people

Mississippi."

The Democratic clubs and

Con-

gressional District organizations issued material for their precinct
workers on Proposition 24. Every

union paper

in the area had ar-

ticles and statemenrs as well as edi-

torials against z4 indicating labor's
in its defeat.

stake

LINITY DEFEATS
ULTRA.NGHT
One may speculate about which
factors were the most decisive. Some
counties had strong votes against
the measure where we do not have
information of the extent of rank

and file activities. But the counties
which had vigorous rank and file
activities were where the vote was
an overwhelming 3 and 4 to r against
the m;easure.
In all it was the massive unity
which boxed in the ultra-Right and
other supporters of 24. This also
created the pressure on those who in
earlier days supported the petition
campaign for the initiative and who
wo,rld have stood with McCarthyism in support of z4 or at least
neuuality. This unity also smashed
the claim of the ultra-Right that
McCarthyite legislation represented
the will of the people.
Did the crushing defeat of the
Francis Amendment prove that the
American people are through with
McCarranisml An .xamination of
the content of the camPaign does
not confirm that. What it does show
is that they will no longer fall easy
prey to hysteria and that theY have
.ot". to' identifY anti-Communist
hysteria with the ulua-Right.
'Most
of the resolutions and editorials and even the camPaign literature expressed the belief that the
state and- federal anti-Communist
legislation already took care of "the
oroblem."
' The Francis Amendment was oPposed because the grand iury proviiion of section three was thought
to so bevond current law. The Los
An"seles'Times said that "section 3

*oild
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give the grand iurY the last
accuse, trY, convict

word: it could

and subject its victims to automatrc
sentence.

We must not have

this

here."

Although the McCarran Act Provisions for a politically appointed
board, the Subversive Activities
Control Board, are no't as obvious
as was the Francis Amendment, the
absence of due Process of law in
both is striking.
Even thougli the united camPaign
against 24 was not waged as a campaign fo. the rights of Communists
or ln criticism of already existing
laws, an implicit challenge to the
McCarran Act emerged in the camoaisn. Numerous resolutions and ediiorirl. denounced the vague and
sweeping definitions of "communist,"

"communist actionr" "communist

"subnr'ersive" in section
z of No. 24. These vague definitions

front" and

were pointed to as indications that
the frimers of the amendment were
after people who were not "communists,'; but liberals and non-conformists.

Since the section was lifted from
the McCarran Act, the basis for a
broad campaign against that Act is
clearly present todaY, where it was
not ten years ago.

was in defense of fair PlaY, due
process of law, and above all, against

It

i'Right-wi.rg extremism"'that the
against No. z4 acted.

"oriitirtt

IMPORTANT LESSONS
Some of the Left failed to understand or heed the basis of unitY of

the Anti-24 coalition. Some civil
rtbertartans,
especially among the

strrrlents, insisted that an explicit
defense of the rights of ,t. io--

munist Party be a part of the cam_
paryn. This reflected their estimate
that z4 could not be defeated.
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at "the still" ask themselves whether
the passage of proposition z4 would
have improved the chances of mov_
ing the masses to do that. Or do thev

intend to destroy the ,,still,' bi
themselvesl

A third version this same fail_
What was important to them ure to. join in theofcoalition
against
lvas not forging unity for victorv. the ultra-Righr,
and
thus
to"
fail
but rather the satisfaciion of crvinE to contribute
anything to its defeat,
out the truth in what they thoughl was the efforts
of some to ,,show
was a wilderness. On eleition Jay the inter--relationship
of issues.,' Supth_e people proved they were in no
porters of Progressive Labor, .r*. io
wilderness, and did more for rhe the same
places that the Anti-za
rights of
including Com- literature was being distributed,
-everyone,
and
munists, than ,those who wa-hted to passed
out their own. It called for
proclaim such rights in the cam_ tLe_ defeat
of Proposition z4-and
Palgn.
HUAC, the McCarren and'Smith
Similarly, the Trotskyites de_ Acts, the Taft-Hartley
and Land-

nounced the use of statements bv
Brown and Nixon in the campaiEn
literature as support for those iesponsible for the cold war atmosphere that made proposition z4 possible. This is a ve?sion of the no'tion
that it is a mistake to "concentrate
on the elimination of an admittedlv
foul brew, instead of on the dest ,r.tion of the still."
It disregards the fact that people
move on the basis of their o*r, i*periences and not as a result of exhortation. That Brown and Nixon
opposed proposition 24 was in itself
part of the political situation in CaIi_
fornia in which the masses are conscious of their interests to the degree
that they see the ultra-Right a"s a
threat to those interests. iet those
who want to direct their main fire

rum-Griffin-Acts, and ended up pro-

viding a subscription blank to'pro-

gressiue l-abor.

Another version which was an impediment to full involvement in the
campaign was the concept that z4
was unconstitutional and would be
reversed in court. This version had

its roots in a

defeatist attitude to_
ward the possibilities of beatins za.
It also saw the campaign as a d"iversion from the campafin to defeat
Nixon and the ,ltrr-R[ht. It failed
to recognize either the possibilities
of defeating 2+ or that the most vig_
orous
.fight against it would dispEl
the evil political consequence. of it,
passage. It failed to see that objec_
tively, the campaign against 24 was
the key to the defeat oT both the ul_
tra-Right and Mxon.
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The political scene in California is

today fundamentally different, in
that the ultra-Right was exposed and

overwhelmingly set back by the
smashing defeat of their project,
proposition 24.
While support for the Communists was not part of the program
of the coalition against the Ultras,
anti-&mmunism was not a part of
its program either. Although most
of the public statements of the mass
organizations and newspapers expressed opposition to Communism,
such disclaimers were reiected in the
main by those in the grass roots
campaign. Social Democrats especially tried to impose the anti-Communism they share with the Right
rving of the coalition, upotr those to
the Left.
It was the liberals and rank and
file workers who rejected red$aiting
in the campaign literature. Some
Left-progressives, overly anxious for
unity, were willing to utilize slogans
like "oppose Communism, Vote NO
on No. 24." But in this case to have
done so would have demoralized
and angered the majority of campaign workers who understood, perhaps better than did the Left, that
the effectiveness of the fight against
proposition z4 depended upon utiliz'

ing all of the forces in the coalition
against the measure, and not uPon
proving the opponents better antiCommunists than the Birchers.

The way in which the voters of
California rejected proposition 24
came as a surprise to many on the
Left. Coming as it did iust one week

after the Cuban crisis, it was a dramatic demonstration of the fact that
the masses of the American PeoPle
have not become the docile victims
of the cold war.
If the people are presented with a
program of struggle that corresponds

io their level of understanding, they
do respond. The defeat of Califor'
nia's little McCarran Act Proved
that the line of unity against the
ultra-Right is the line that fits today's reality.
It also demonstrates that such unity
needs the Left. In the z4 camPaign
it was local initiative that comple-

mented, supported and implemented
the concern of the liberal leadership
in the state about the danger of a
Rightist victory. Together they transformed hesitancy over the power of

the ultra-Right to fool the people
with red-baiting, into a mass campaign that won the people for de'
mocracy.

The Chhago Prirnary Elections
By James

West

The chief result of the

1963 Chi-

cago primary elections held

in

Feb-

ruary, is that forces of a more liberal character are shaping up in the
political life of the citi. ftey express
themselves at this time mainly as an

independent-but nor

necessarily

made to induce change in the Democratic Party by pressure from with-

out. This was seen in the activities
of the Democratic Federation of
Illinois and the League of Negro
Voters. Both worked close to Ih.

Democratic Party and achieved

some
anti-regular organization-trend in partial successes; but
neither was
the Democratic Party; and they ap- sufficiently oriented
to work among
pea.r
!9 be. moving in the same gen_ voters following the regular (official)
eral direction evident in Califor-nia, party organizations
or to efiecdve
Michigan, New York and elsewhere. participarion
in the all-important pri. What is unique about this year,s mary struggles. Today, the DFi is
dlv.elopment is that it is shaping up praaically non-existenl
and the LNV
within t}re Democratic party anJ has is extinct.
certain mass proportion features: a
comb,ination of liberal, more inde- OLD RELATIONS IN DISARRAY
pendent leaders and grass roots,
Chicago, often referred to as the
enthusiastic, voluntary riass activity home of the "lasr
of the big
city
in the precincts. It represents, in new machines," this year
saw the -op.oco-ndrtrons, a re-emergence of the ing of major rifts
in the vaunted
labor-Negro'liberal coalition.
unity of the city-wide Democratic
.In the p-ast there were attempts to "monolith." The old relationships
give the Illinois Democratic oigani- are in disarray, the situation
has bezations a liberal face from on top. come more fluid and
a distinct trend
This was seen in the promotion and has emerged which does
battle with
election of such figures as Gov. Ad- conservative,
old-type machine forces
Iai Stevensor5 Sen. Paul Douglas and on issues of
direct concern to the
Mayor Martin Kenelly. Thesl moves people.
heightened voter interest and parThe phrase "the Daley machine,,
ticipation, maintained mass suDDort no longer suffices
to define the Chi
of tlrat party, but left the pol'iiical cago Democratic Party
if one wishes
machines intact as of old.
to get a true picture of the relationIn the 1959 elections, efforts were ship of forces therein. To
be sure,
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Mayor Daley presides over a coalition of which ward and patronage
mactrines are an integral part, these
machines being a power base typical of the Republicans no less than

the Democratic Parry. But other
vital parts of that coalition encom-

pass mass labor, liberal and independent forces, Negro and white, as
well as maior nationality groups; and
the odious term "machine" simPlY
cannot be applied to them.
It is among these maior sectors of
the coalition that the struggle raged
in the primaries. Of no small significance is the fact that Mayor DaleY
took a position in the hotly contested

5th ward fight which gave no comfort to the old machine forces and
which was helpful to the liberal
trend, when he publicly declared
that he, too, were he a candidate for
council, would resent outside interference in his ward.

Of course, Republican mayorality
candidate Adamowski and the GOP
keep hurling their lances at the
'"Daley machine"; but this is a tilting at windmills to hide their own
lack of any real people's program
and an attempt to exploit certain dissatisfaction.

On the other side, the "Daley machine" catchword is a convenient pretext for some liberal peace forces-

who have little patience for the difficult job of seeking to win mass support among Democratic and uncommitted voters, especially in thc chal-

lenging primary elections

where

these masses express themselves-to

go

it

alone via independent candi-

dates on1y.

DESEGREGATION A

REALIGNING FACTOR
What triggered the struggle in the
Democratic Party was the attemPt
of conservative machine forces
grouped around Alderman Thomas
Keane, 3rst Ward, and Congressman
William Dawson (rst C.D.) to impose their choice of candidates and
policies on a number of wards outside their own jurisdiction, particularly in the 5th Ward.
Looming large in the background
were maior mass issues: open occupancy, school integration, the needs
of the jo less and first of all the Ne-

gro

unemployed.

Many months of struggle on such
issues preceded the primaries. The
fight was spreading into predominantly white communities, with mass
conferences on open occupancy,
unity struggles of Negro and white

for integrated

schools, including ac-

tion for integration in some all-white

PTAs, a developing liberal role by
the Chicago Diocese of the Catholic Church under Cardinal Meyer's
leadership on integration. (Ar is
well known, the great majority of
Chicago Catholics, as elsewhere,
vote Democratic).
A high point was reached in thc
midst of the primaries when the his-

toric national Conference on

Race

and Religion took place in Chicago

in

mid-January.

Among the Negro people, the integration struggles were scaling new
heights, particularly in the Wood-

Iawn section of the Fifth Ward,

where mass, community-wide Negro-white unity has been achieved in
the form of the Temporary Wood-

constituents,

in this

3r
case,

the Negro

people.

TI{E
..FIGHTING IN
FIFTI{"

STRUGGLE

When Marshall Korshak, 5th
Ward Committeeman and Sanitary
District Trustee (and, hence, a patronage dispenser himself), decided
to give the regular Democratic or-

ganization endorsement to Despres
lawn Organization (TWO).
Dissatisfaction with the City Coun. for the first rime, the dam broke.
cil and, in the Negro communiries, Korshak was denounced by the
with the role of the Negro alder- Dawson-Keane combine, by Negro
men, for failure to take decisive ac- Aldermen Holman (+tt ) and
tion on these burning issues, was Campbell (zoth) neighboring Southboiling up.
side wards.
They vowed to defeat Despres
turmoil
was
given
point
and
..This
dlrectlon by the contrasting roles of and'bring about Korshak's po,litical
the independent white Alderman demise. They ran a young- Negro
Leon Despres of the 5th, who had attorney, Chauncey Eskridge,
received praise from many diverse against Despres; hired a Loop pubquarters, including the Negro press, licity 6rm at great cost, poured
T +. best fighter for Negro rights money, material and forces into the
in the city council; and the "silent 5th ward on an unprecedented scale.
Six"*, the Negro aldermen, most of Campbell, running unopposed, sent
whom are tied into the Dawson ma- all his precinct caprains into the fray
chine and allied with rhe Keane over in the 5th Ward.
forces. These aldermen had operResponding to this serious chal-the
ated in the fashion typical of
lenge, the Korshak-Despres forces
old-style Democraric machine which look their fight to the people. The
was their raining ground, that is, logic of events plainly callid for a
dispensation

of

patronage

to

loyal

supporters as the sole means of
"looking after the interests" of their
lEf-"Sil.r.

Sjx" .were -so dubbed duing the
cmpaign by..a Comime-.of
swen young, figlhting
r\egro councllmantc sndidarG. Amonc the mero_
urc voted against it City Couocil by ihe Six had
ben open ocopancy!

coalition of Negro-laborJiberal and
independent forces.
The Independent Voters of Il-

linois (ADA affiliate), at first disby the Democraric organization's endorsement of Despres,
and miffed at Deryres'acceptanae of
mayed
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it

(even Adamowski and the GOP
endorsed him), saw the issue at
stake and rallied their forces into the
emerging coalition.

The community and religious
leaders of the Negro people overwhelmingly gave their suppo,rt to

This is an accurate statement of
the

outcor-ne's significance.

It is underscored

the ath ward,

bY the results in

where first-time can-

didate, independent Democrat Timuel Black, feacher's Union member
and President of the Chicago Negro

American Labor Council, received
z5'/, of. the total vote without benerole of UAW's political action fii of machine, money, material and
forces and those of a few other sufficient forces. This left Holman
unions. Under the leadership of. none-too-happy with his victory and
Negro UAW leader Willoughby much to think about. Likewise,
Abner, zo UAW organizers rallied Campbell, re-elected with r in every
voters bothering to
< registered
a volunteer force of 3oo Negro and -rot.,
-hrt little cause for elation.
labor voters in the ward for the most
Further, the vote in the 6th for
intense campaigning ever seen in
A. Rayner, ]r., fighting, ildgA.
that Hyde Park-Woodlawn area.
pendent
Negro Democrat, in which
victory
a
to
r
was
The outcome
7
for Despres. In the precincts of Ne- he satn..ed one-third of the vote,
gro majority, his margin was 3 to r. .o*f.rq in far ahead of the RePubliIn his victory statement, DesPres can, hls taken much of the luster off
singled out the role of labor and the the re-election of Ald. Robert Miller,
Negro people by paying high trib- a "silent Sixer."
The surge toward more militant
ute to ihe leadership and work of

Despres.

Decisive and outstanding was the

Willoughby Abner.
"Locilly," said Despres, "it (the
outcome) united the entire ward, a
ward which had been torn by mass
housing demolition because of urban
.enewal and changing racial Patterns with their attendant school and
housing problems.
"On1[ie city-wide scene, it served
as a warning that Chicagoans will
not place confidence in men whc,
practice silence, acquiescence or halfheartedness in ridding Chicago of
the cancer of racial segregation."

Negro representation was also evident in ihe formation during the
campaign-to continue after the
eleciion-s-of a committee of seven
Negro councilmanic candidates dedicated to ending the intolerable situation epitomized by the "silent six."
TO'ADVANCE NEGRO
REPRESENTATION

The fight to extend Negro rePresentation at all levels had taken a
set:back in Chicago because of the
role of the "silent six." The point

had arrived where the drive toward

fuller, more adequate

representa-

tion could once again resume forward motion only or the basis of
the quality of representation and
heightened uniry around the best,
fighting candidate in each ward.
This fight is far from over as seen,
among other things, in the zrst and
zgth wards, where a multiplicity of

Negro candidates so divided the
votes as to assure election of white
candidates.

The widely recognized possibility
of increasing to ten the number of
'Negro councilmen did not materalize precisely because this fight has
not yet been consummated; and

also

because labor was insufficiently
present in many of these contests.
However, the present six in City
Council may still be expanded by
one if labor, Negro and liberal forces
unite all-out behind the candidacy
of Charles Chew, Jr., independent
Negro Democrat against incumbent
Arthur Slight in the rTth Ward
runoffs.

The setback toward expanded Ne-

gro representation is further noted
in the failure to make any significant challenge for a citywide office.
In 1959, Lemuel Bentley, a leader of
the League of Negro voters, polled
63,ooo votes for City Clerk. This
made a big impact, so much so that
reports were widespread the Democratic Party seriously considered a
Negro for top office this year. But

this possibility faded
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in the absence

of any substantial mass suPPort
movement,

and the

Democratic

officialdom decided on a Polish can-

didate in view of the Adamowski
challenge to Daley. Those forces
which sparked the Bentley drive four
years ago and which won gains in

the election and appointment of Negroes to the judiciarY since then,
were this time unable to generate
the movement needed to win a citYwide office for a Negro.

END DICTATED CHOICE OF
CANDIDATES
Undoubtedly, the "silent onesr" or

of them at least, will see the
handwriting on the wall and draw
some necessary conclusions. But it
would be a serious error to assume
that "all sin" lies therein, and that
"all is in order" elsewhere. Despres'
statement that the elections are a
warning that Chicagoans will not
tolerate silence any longer on ridding the city of segregation cannot
be meant lor the "silent sii' alonc
or euel, primarily.
It is a warning first of all to every
old-line machine politician of the
Keane stripe to stop trying to dictate
to the Negro communities on who
should rep,resent them. The day of
the "white boss's Negro" in the City
Council is over.
It was the attempt to dictate
choice of Negro candidate in the
2rst ward which led white Ward
some
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Committeernan Driscoll to break
with Keane. Driscoll himself, however claimed he could not find any

"qualified" Negro and ran himself.
Unfortunately, the Negro community
was unable to unite behind a single
candidate, and seven Negro candidates so split the vote as to enable
two whites, Driscoll and Yaksic, to
face ofl in the finals. Yaksic, known
as an open racist, campaigned in
white areas attacking Driscoll as a
friend of the Negro people. But if

Driscoll is to win in the finals, he
must seek the support of the Negro
community; and to do this, he must
vastly improve his own position on
the needs of the Negro people and
overcome the glaring absence of Negroes in any top positions of his reg-

ular ward organizaton.
Nor is everything milk and honey
in the pace-setting "Fighting Fifth."
The fact that Negroes are not to be
found in the top echelons of the regular Democranc organization there,
a condition made much of by Eskridge in the campaign, shows clearly
there remains ample room for improvement in the Fifth Ward itself.
WIDEMNG NEGRO'WHITE

UMTY VERSUS JIMCROW
The 1963 primaries were marked
by a significant rise in awarcness

and activity in many areas outside
the predominandy Negro communities of the vital need to desegregate city-wide; that, in a historie
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to its white majority especially. A marv outcome' For the first time in
substantial advance in the fight for ,B years, Emil Pacini of steeltown's
open occupancy and school desegre- roth Ward, and second onlY to
gation, as well as in Negro represen- Keane in City Council Power, was
tation is in the making, provided the forced into a runofi, his oPPonent
coalition trends are extended and an independent Democrat. And
"River Ward Boss" PaddY Bauler,
strengthened.*
The primary outcome serves to ffuly a relic of a Past age, barelY
put all aldermen, be they erstwhile squeaked through to re-election in
liberal or old line machiners, on the 43rd.
ThE newly emerging liberal trend
notice that the handwriting is on
in the Democratic Party will, neverthe wall for them, too.
It no longer sumces, for example, theless, still have to contend with
for a liberal like Ald. Morris some of the toughest, most PowerHirsch of the 48th Ward to campaign ful ward and patronage machines to
for re-election on the slogan, "I am be found anywhere in the country.
a full-time alderman." The people This is seen in the big vote received
want discussion on the issues, a by Keane in the 3rst; and is the
fighting program to meet them, and case with the shaken but still Potent
performance in the City Council to Dawson machine.
Typical of the peculiar power of
fulfill promises, not evasion.
Hirsch's failure to do this brought these-political mechanisms, many of
him into a runoff with a Republi- them notoriously corrupt, is the mir'
acle produced by the First Ward
can who outpolled him.
machine. There, the regular DemoMACHINE POLITICS IN ACTION cratic candidate, reputedly related
comAs for the straight-out, conserva- to the crime syndicate, was
pelled to withdraw two weeks betive machine politicians, some of fore t}re primaries. This left the sitthem were severly jolted by the priuation wide-open for a write-in can* ft u, .fri. unfolding suuggle will be won only didate to oppose the only candidate
by overcoming the most srobborn resistence of left on the ballot, a Republican.
the racisc, is evident by the thratening phme
The machine put up Michael Fio
calls received by Negro candidates Biggs and
Chry in the wake of the murds of Alderman
Rito, spanking brand new ward
Ben Lewis mo days after the primary election.
It is also significant that the policc investigatioa
of that murder proceeded along varied lines, but, resident by virtue of a claimed registo dl public knowledge, glaringly omits any postration in a Loop hotel. Community
sibility of a racial murder. Iq vim of the rising

sense, the time has come to "End

Jim Crow in Chicago Nowt"

Thus, the League of Women
Voters throughout the city questioned all candidates on their stand
on a Fair Housing Practices Law
and publicized their findings in the
daily and community press. In a
number of Northside wards, with
few or no Negro residents, progressive, liberal and independent forces
made open occupancy a major issue
to the discomfiture of many pussyfooting candidates.
Outstanding was the role of independent Democrat candidate John
l. Walsh, member of the Teachers
IJnion, in the 4oth Ward. He made
open occupancy a foremost issue and

his campaign was a major factor in
compelling the victor, Nathan Kaplan, to come out weeks before the

primary in favor of public housing
for the elderly, a hot iszue opposed
by the former alderman. The Walsh
campaign has special significance in
other respects, on which we touch
below.

One must consider the fight for
desegregation, especially housing, as
an instrument of realignment in the

primaries against the background of
the aforementioned national conference on Race and Religion and the
whole developing movement of Negro and white for open occupancy.
Viewed thus, the Despres warning
is in vary large measure a warning

to the City Council as a whole, and

surge of Negro-white unity on an wer brmdeniog se,le for desegregation it is to be expcted that
the mcists in despemtion, will incesingly 6cck
to intimidatc and threatcn thc dmocmtic forccr

,

by

all

manner

of

means.

forces advanced Florence Scala, embattled leader of a major local struggle.
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With

less than two weeks

to cam-

paign and without organization and
resources,

Mrs. Scala polled the re-

markable write-in ot 4o6z rc?orted
votes. But there was magic indeed in

the write-in amassed bv FioRitothat special, peculiar magic typical

of

these notorious machines:

votes! This fantistic vote is

9r3o4

Party, open new, heretofore nonfor independent, militant, workable political action by labor, the Negro people, libexistent, opportunities

eral and progressive forces.
The development of these oppor-

tunities into real results would reguire, it seems, activity by the coalition forces especially labor and the
Negro people, on a number of
fronts : pro grarnrnatically, to develop
the issues responsive to the peoplet
needs, which unite them in relation
to taxes, iob security, unemploy-

of such
proportions for the First Ward as
to be its own indictmentt
Such magic is possible in the absence in force of poll-watchers and
precinct workers. Imagine what a
replica of the Fifth Ward's labor- ment, especially among Negroes and
Negro-liberal coalition could have youth, housing and open occupancy,
done in the rst Ward, even in just minimum wage law, etc.; rnoaethe two weeks it would have had to nlent on one or more of these issues,
campaigndirected to the Congress, state legislature and city administration; and
WIDE OPEN OPPORTUNITIES
organizationally, both to build and
In 15 of the 5o wards, the GOP extend COPE into all precincts as
ran no candidates or made no en- a mass movement, and in various
dorsements. In 6 wards (the 6th, forms of independent organization
rrth, r7th, r8th, zrst and 45th) inde- of Democratic voters as well as mass
pendents came in ahead of Republi- regular Democratic clubs oriented
cans. In 2 other wards, the combined
on the primaries in the 1964 coavote of independents was greater than tests and for ward comitteemen.
for the Republicans.
t"tRfi;iilr8} our oF rHE

n.};"n"ili1.'T,,;:n,,*,f,i0.,,'i
the GoP is either no real factor or
For many liberal and pro-peace
potentially weaker
-than the inde- forces who-recognize the need fo,
pendent trend. A substantial part of political action b"ut don'r yet see the
the wards are wide open to divelop- iignificance of the primaiy elecrio,
ing a labor-Negro coalition- alterna- struggles, the campaig., oi yoho y.
tive to oldline machin-e hacks. This, wa[[ in the
4ot]r- srrlould pior. of
combined with the unfreezing of

the

special interest.

old relationships in the Democratic - without the backing of the vot-
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ers

for

Peace and other peace groups,

although endorsed by the IVI, and
woefully lacking in funds and forces,
Walsh waged a forthright campaign
on a nurnber of issues, uppermost

being peace and open occupancy.
His peace campaign was on the local
level, exposing the school shelter
hoax and offering coexistence, disarmament and banning the bomb
as the only real shelter.
His r,5oo votes represented g'/" of.
the total vote. His vote in this one
ward equalled the r,5oo combined
write-ins of the three Voters for
Peace congressional candidates last
November. To get the full magnitude of this, one must project his 9'/.
vote to the scale of the combined
total vote in those congressional dis-

tricts. This would come to some
43,ooo votes, substantially and significantly higher than the total writein vote last year.
No one could possibly mistake
the fact that Walsh was a peace candidate. To be sure, he also campaigned on other issues. Far from
detracting from his peace campaigning, it made him a more effective
peace candidate, for by this he
showed his responsiveness to other
burning needs of the people. His
campaign did result in a major issue-victory, a committment from the
winning candidate for public housing for the elderly. It will not soon
be lost upon the voters that it was
'the Peace Candidate's campaign
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which helped win this fight. And he
who does not see this as a gain for
peace and the idea of peace candidates must indeed be blind.
None of the foregoing is an argument against independent Peace
candidates outside the two old parties for, clearly, there are times when
such candidacies can play extremely
important roles, as witness the
Hughes campaign in Massachussetts. But it r an argument for peace
candidates to make every possible
effort to contest the primaries for
the maximum possible success in
political action for peace, and to
avoid the futility of write-in campaigns in such conditions as obtain

in

Chicago today.

THE PRIMARIES ARE PRIMARYI
Primary elections are so called because they come first and result in
nominations of candidates who fight
it out in the finals.

In many cities, Chicago included,
the primaries can also be the finals,
A councilmanic candidate securing
5o/" plus one vote is automatically

in the primary. When the
smoke cleared on Tuesday night,
February 26, 44 councilmen out of
5o had been elected to office; for the
finals on the first Tuesday in April,
the voters are left to decide the outcome of six council runoffs and the
election of Mayor and three other
top city posts.
For most voters, then, the only
elected
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real chance they have to determine
the makeup of the city council is

the primary. 83r3z} voters went to
the primary polls this year to vote
tor councilmen. This is 48.3/. of the

registered vorers, second highest per_
centage since r94j. Thus, less than

haif the city's eieclorate selected the
City Council.
Of those voting for councilmen,
476,297 were Democrats, r05,?55
wer-e Republican, and z49,176'tuerZ
undeclared in party prejrrince.
The vote for'Mayoi and top .ity
posts was about one-third lesJ than
tI fgr alderrnen, coming to 495,ooo.
Of
.these Mayor Daley ,e-.-eln.d
nearly 4oo,ooo; Adamowski got gz._
ooo; the balance divided 5.t*..r,
two other Republicans. The lack of
any opposition in the Democratic
column and of any meaningful contention on the COn U".i the requirement of declaring party preference in the. Mayoraltf and'top city
contests, which is not required in
the councilmanic primary; and some
apalh.y and disatisiaction, most likely
explain the big difierence.
But the significance of the primaries goes beyond even the eiection of most councilmen in them.
The primaries are the measure of the
extent to which organized labor, the
Negro people and the forces of
liberalism, p_rogress and peace are
seriously influencing the course of
politics in present da=y circumstances.
Given the severe limitations on

political expression in our country
,S"y, participation in primary
elections becomes a matter of. pri-

mary significance if those who want
to move the country forward on the

road to peace, democracy, equality
and economic security are io do
anything meaninglul in the sphere of
political action.
-It should require no great amount
ot argument to prove that the 5r.r./"
who didn't vote only contri6uted,
obiectively, to maintaining the very
status quo, with which so many of
them are dissatisfied. If this is to be
changed, it will take a new awareness of- the unique, special importance of the primary elecdons by the
organized forces of labor and the
people.

LABOR'S POTENTIAL POWER

In

the main official circles of labor leadership, which this year, as
usual, had no active policy'toward
the primary, the prevailing- view remains that of letting the rigular organizations (in which laboi participates hardly at all) of the old par-

ties make their primary choices,
with labor choosing at b.t*een the
two nominees in the finals, should
the contests come to that. The primary, in this view, are "party riatters," not a matter of generai voter
interest.

This attitude nullifies labor,s political power and ability to decisively
influence the characier of candi-
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dates and pladorms. It reduces Ia- Chicago voters the same right to
bor's role to merely following in the elect precinct captains that Downwake of the old line machines. It state voters havr-'would oPen uP
contributes to attitudes of indiffer- new, workable possibilities for laence, boycott and disgust. I! d9o bor's gteat weiglit to register politinot meet the requirements of a la- cally and legislatively.
bor political action policy for the
YESI

Sixties.

The Chicago Central Labor

bodY

of AFLCIO

departed from this
policy in but one case this year. It
endorsed |ohn F. Hechinger, business agent of the Cemetary Workers
Union, in the 45th Ward. The en'
dorsement was not backed bY ,tl'
out support and Hechinger faces a
run-off with an independent Demo'
crat. Should he get that suPPort in
the finals, Ha:Jringer could become
one of the fcw labor aldermen in
Chicago history.
Whit organized labor,

in alliance
with powerful Negro and liberal

in winning majority
control of the Michigan Democratic
Party is a model the Illinois labor
movernent could well afford to emu-

forces, has done

late.

The suit

in

U.S. District Court

brought by ]oseph Germano, director
of Dist. 3r, United Steelworkers, and

six other union leaders, seeking redistricting of the Illinois Senate to
increase representation

for

Chicago,

maior working class center, is a very

important step towards fulfillment
labor's political action role. Such
electoral reforms-high on the list of
which should be the fight to give

of

INDEPENDEI{CE,
ISOLATION, NOt

Among certain liberal,

I

Progres-

sive and peace forces there exists a

wide eap between the awareness of
existeit,'real limitations on political
exDression and their lack of awaren.'s, of the need for an effective policv of oolitical action which starts
*ith thiogt as they are and moves
on to break through barriers aith
the people into a new era of mass
political
action.
- Overwhelmed
by difficulties, seeming and real, they put forward an
"independent" policy of independent candidates only, What is not
seen is that it is one thing to be independent of oldJine, cornrPt, mechine politics; but it is another thing

to be "independenC' of the great

of voters. This latter policy is
not so much independence as it is
isolation. And the obiective result

mass

is the same as that produced by the
non-participation of. 5r/. of the voters who stay home in the primaries:
to leave the status quo untouched,
to prolong the unsatidactory condition that exists.
Such liberal and peace forces as
may take comfort from the thought
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that "this only shows they are in
tune with a majority of the regis-

politics and confining electoral laws.
The answer for liberal, independent and peace political action must
be sought among these mass forces
which are politically in motion and
seeking a way to break through the
imposed limits.

tered voters" should recognize that
this majority is not following them
in action on the issuesl and that passivity and indiflerence are negative
factors on which great social movements can neither build nor go forThat such forces do exist en masse
ward to victory. They would do well in Chicago, and that they are beginto ponder the significance and po. ning to make their influence felt, is
tential of the quarter-million pri- forcefully demonstrated by the outmary voters who declared no party come of the Chicago primaries. The
preferences in the primaries, but lessons of these primaries, if .taken to
who, along with many more hun- heart and acted upon, can provide
dreds of thousands Democratic and important guidelines to meaningful
Republican voter$, nonetheless political action to all who want to
sought to express themselves for in- move the country forward to an interests near and dear to them within tegrated, democratic, prosperous
the limits imposed by machine-run USA in a world at peace.

Strengthsn the l{egro-lahor Alliance
By Communist Party, USA

At thc end ol February, ry63, the Communist Party
issued thc lollowing Statementz

ol the United Sutes

their own just demands and suugwith the interests
and struggles of all Americans for

The growing and militant strugof the Negro people, especially
in the South, have already resulted
in many important, though partial,
gains. As a result, the Negro people
have raised their sights and now aim
at nothing less than the immediate
realization of full citizenship in every
aspect of life-economic, social, political, and cultural. They demand an
end to the entire Jim-Crow system
and to every form of segregation
and discrimination. The Negro
people no longer will accept substitutes for full equality. They are
fighting not only against the open
enemies of equal rights, but also
against all attempts to halt their
march to victory with policies of
tokenism and gradualism.

gles as interlinked

gles

democracy and social progress. More
and more the Negro people, and es-

pecially the Negro workers recognize that their aims can only be
achieved in united struggle with all
the people against the common
enemy resportsible for the ]im-Crow
system-the handful of Big Business
monopolists.
More than six million of the Negro

citizenry are workingmen. Together
with their families these cornprise

the majority of the twenty million
colored Americans. Th.y have
made trernendous contrib,utions to
the building of today's powerful
trade-union movement. A million
and a half Negro workers are members of trade unions.
The Negro people therefore evaluate highly the role of the tradeunion movement both in advances
gained for all American workers,

NEED FOR UNITY

The decisive forces of the Negro
people's liberation movement, fully
conscious of their own strength, ini

tiative, and leadership,

recognize
the necessity for coperation with and

including Negro workers,

support from all Americans who
support the Negro people's battle
for freedom, and thereby for the
democratic rights of all the people.
Increasingly the Negro people see

and

in the struggle for democratic advance, including forward
strides made by the Negro people
in their eflorts to achieve full equalIabor's role

ity.
4r
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It is in the light of these facts that

who knows that the employers are
always ready -to t-ake .a{vanlage of
meaning
the
,rr..u
Io
it is necessary
of the ,ha.pness and urgency with such a situation in their drive to
which Neg.o leadership 6oth'in the weaken and destroy the labor moveranks of the labor movement and in ment.
The big corporations are responthe Negro people's movement genfor this plight of the Negro
sible
to
all
for
an
end
pressing
is
erally
remaining manifestations of Jim workers and Negro youth. It is the
Crow, desegregation and discrim- big corporations who breed and
ination within the uade unions practice Jim Crow and discrimination. It is they who are also responthemselves.
sible for the plight of workers
must
be
understood
This situation
also in face of the fact that today the thrown out of employment and
Negro workers sufler much more youth unable to find work. But the
than their white brothers from the trade unions also have a responsievils of automation and unemPloY' bility to fight for jobs for all workment which victimizes all workers. ers and all youth for equal treatment
Negro workers in many areas and of Negro workers and Negro youth.
Another aggravating factor in the
industries are iiterally being driven
out of the shops where they in the strained relations between the tradepast had won a measure of securitY union movement and the Negro
through suuggles by the unions. people's movement is unquestionably
Most of these workers were previ- the fact that while considerable
ously denied skilled jobs. Now with though uneven progress has been
automation they are denied any em- made on a local and intermediate
level in the election of Negro leadployment.
ership this is not the case on higher
NEGRO YOUTI{
and na[ional levels.
Here the advances made are very
Especially severe is the lot of the
Negro youth denied even the ap small and do not even remotely reprenticeship training which is open semble that to which the size of
io a fraction of the white youth. All their numbers, their activity and deyouth is more and more finding it- votion and their ability entitle them.
self not only among the perma- ALL MEASURES
nently unemployed but millions have
Under these conditions it is only
never had the privilege of ever benatural
that the Negro workers and
situation
coming workers. That this
is fraught with the gravest danger the Negro leadership generally,
to the trade unions should be clear without abandoning the goal of
to every experienced trade unionist achieving full equality to iobo,
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job training and full

does not mean that through

eflorts with others, also should re-

made

democraric
rights within the unions by common

sort to all other measures to achieve

from the corporations
who do the hiring, and the tradethese rights
unlons.

These include the utilization of
all existing laws which afford the
opportunitiy of winning their rights

well as special laws and executive
bodies-such as the Labor Relations
Board dealing specifically with labor. They also fight for additional
legislation to outlaw discrimination
in hiring, in upgrading, in the right
to become part of and to exercise all
rights in unions guaranteed to all
other members.
The same approach holds good
with regard to arry Congressional
Committees genuinely aiming to expose discrimination or that can be
influenced and pressured to take up
an exposure of discrimination first
of all by corporations and also by all
other institutions including trade
unions who fail to fulfill their class
and democratic responsibility in regard to the rights of the Negro peo'
as

ple.

The fact that the great majority
members of the House and
Senate are anti-labor, that the Kennedy Administration too represents
Big Business and that in recent years

of the

these bodies have passed many anti-

joint and
efiective struggle they can not be

to

enforce constitutional

rights for all the people.
Just as the people fight for social
in general they can fight

legislation

and win legislation and executive
orders that enforce the constitutional
rights and full citizenship for the

Negro people. Continued discrinr.iin the trade unions tolerated'
and sometimes even promoted by

nation

some trade-union leaders, has only
aided the passage of the Taft-Hartley, Lan&um-Griffin and other antilabor legislation. On the other hand
a joint struggle by labor and the

Negro people within the uade
unions and in Congress for equal
rights for the Negro people every-

where can help defeat new anti-labor legislation now being proposed
by a coalition of the Goldwater Republicans and the Dixiecrats with
Senator McClellan in the forefront.
CP SUPPORT

This is why the

C.ommunist

Party fully supports proposals by
the Negro American Labor Council, the NAACP and other Negro
people's organizations for utilizing
every and all measures including existing laws to compel all corporations, all employers, all institutions
including the trade-unions to grant
full and equal rights to t}re Negro

.labor bills including the vicious workers.
anti-labor laws interfering in the inWe consider the above policy as a
ternal affairs of the trade unions, principle and guide for all Commu-
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nists and we hope it will become
the guide for all trade unionists.
Only with such an approach can
there be consideration of how to develop a correct and fexible tactical
approach in a given industry, shop
or union, the objective being the
maximum unity of the Negro and
white workers to reolize that just
demands of the Negro workers and
thereby strengthen the union in pursuance of the aims of all its members.
There are some in the trade
unions, both Negro and white, who
have misgivings about the resort
to governmental agencies and laws
to enforce equality as far as trade
unions are concerned. Certainly it
would be far better if the trade
unions fulfilled their responsibility
on their own. It is hoped that this
will eventuate in most cases and resort to law will be necessary only in

movement and to the Negro people's
movement first of all is not any par-

few

The issue here, thereforg is crucial
for the future of the labor movement
in general. More directly and immediately it can be said that the suc-

cases.

Those whofear that employer and
reactionary forces may try to use re-

sort to law for anti-union purposes
have a special responsibility to take
the initiative and be in the forefront
of the struggle for full equality
within the labor movement as concerns the fight for iobs, upgrading,
apprentice training and promotion
and election to leading positions on

all levels.
What is a danger to the

labor

ticular method or form of struggle
to put an end to discrimination but
the fact of discrimination itself. If
the struggle is conducted always

with the

understanding that the
common enemy of all are the Big
Business monopolies and that the
labor movement with all its weak-

is the most progressive and
democratic force uniting workers of
all colors, creeds and political per-

nesses

in our land, then the outwill be the strengthening of

suasions,

come

the labor movernent, the Negro people's movement and the Negro-Labor Alliance.

It has been stated-and we believe
correctly-that the struggle for
equality for the Negro people is for
the trade unions today what indus-

trial unionism was in the thirties.

cessful struggle for the 35-hour
rveek, for the organization-of-theunorganized-drive both North and
South, and for the defeat of the employers' new union-busting campaign
is linked with, and will be immeasurably strengthened by, the fight to
achieve full equality for the Negro

workers and

all the Negro

people.

IDTAS IN OUR TIME

BY HERBERT APTHEKER

IS THE SOVIET UNION

A

PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY?

The Student Council of the College of Liberal Arts ol Howard Uniin Washington, D.C., sponsored a debate March zo, on the subject: "Is the Souiet Union A Progressiue Socicty?" This was held ln
Camton Auditorium, at the Uniuersity, and ouer oTre thousand students
and faculty mcmbers were present. The affirrnatiue in the debate uas
taften by the Editor; the negatiue was ta\en by Mr. Saul Mendelson, a
member of the National Erecutiue Committee ol the Socialist Party of the
United States and a lccturer in history at Rooseuelt Uniucrsity (Chicago).
uersity,

The Moderatot a)as Profcssor Emmct Dorsey, Choirtnan o,l the Department

o! Gouernment a, Hotuard. Each spcaker was alloued z5 minutes lor his
original presentation; there folloaed 45 minutes ol questions from the
audicnce and thcn t5 minutes each lor rebuttal. Thc cxact text ol the

affirmatiue papcr presenred on this occasion is published below-the Editor.

How shall one define a progressive sociery I The definition would have
to include comparison with other societies and would have to include some
firm criteria not themselves wholly relative. That is, if one poses the question, as we are this evening: Is the Soviet Union a progressive society ?
our search for an answer must include an effort to compare the present
society of the USSR with that which the revolution creaiing it replaced;
it must include an eflort to compare that society with the societies- which
historically have surrounded the European and the Asian components of
the USSR; it must include a comparison of that society with the global
community as a whole and as it is today, encompassing what are referied to
as the "most advanced" societies on earth. It must simultaneously consider
whether or not the society refects a release of the productive capaiities within it and whether or not the society enhances the well-being of the members
constituting it.
Ongmly also demand of a progressive society today that it be one which
is positively associated with the historic efiorts to eliminate colonialism
and that its general stance in the international arena be one which favors
peace and impedes war.
, It is my vigw that the overwhelming weight of all the evidence is in the
clirection, in all these respects, of an afirmative reply.
Soviet Russia inherited a land whose economy was among the most
45
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in Europe-and one which had been devastated by war, so that
indusuial production in r9r8 was only 20 per cent of what it had been in
rgr3. Its population was about 65 per cent illiterare, Church and State had
bten one and both had been the most medieval in Europe, the Empire had
been a prison-house of nations with racism, anti-semitism and colonial-style
subjugation, especially of the Asian peoples, all official and chronic and
intense features of government and society.
The society inherited by Soviet Russia was one having a death rate
comparable to that then aflicting India and China; an educarional system
of a totally elitist character confined to the barest minority of the top
classes and marked by obscurantist emphasis, while the general technical
level was among the lowest in the world.
In all these respects-production, health, education, cultural level-the
present society is incomparably superior to the one it replaced; we shall
bring forward the data demonstrating this in a few minutes. Here we wish
to affirm that as to the first test of a progressive society-how it compares
with the one it replaced-the evidence leads to the conclusion that the accomplishments of the USSR justify one in saying that its creation was one
of the greatest strokes for human advancement in all history.
If one applies another test of the meaning of a progressive societycomparing the USSR with its neighbors-its historic compeers --I think the
evidence would confirm that the old Poland and the old Hungary and the
old Rumania, and the old Baltic states, and the old Bulgaria-all of them
quasi-fascist and monarchical states until the end of World War II, when
they, too, were revolutionized-were in every respect really backward and
regressive societies. I think that if one compares the USSR with its other
neighbors he finds that to the south, "Turkey is in Crisis" to quote the
title of the article by Gabriel Gersh in the Christian Ccntury, Feb. zo,
1963,,where one will read of a land with chronic and massive unemployment,
with luxury rampant and starvation widespread, where 65 per cent of the
people are illiterate, where half the villages are without schools, and where,
as the author summarizes, "the country is in a pre-revolutionary condition."
Moving along to Iran and Iraq and Pakistan and India, also neighbors
of the USSR-largely the same situation prevails-mass illiteracy, mass
poverty, mass hunger-very much like the Russia prior to the USSR! In
China-until the revolution of r949r--comparable conditions existed, worsened by chronic warfare and almost incredible governmental corruption and
backward

chaos.

These are the neighbors of the USSR and in another tesr of what is
meant by a progressive society-a comparison uis-i-uis those nations making
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up its part of the world-I think agairq the evidence indubitably and overwhelmingly supports the proposition that the USSR is such a society and
that the Revolution creating it again must be hailed as a decisive evenr in

the forward march of the human race.
How will the USSR fare if it is put to another test-namely, comparing
it with the most highly developed and the most advanced of the capitalist
nations-our ownl Before detailing this, one must state that even posing
it-and it is being posed every day now, by the President and the CIA
and Congress and every newspaper in the land-is a tremendous tribute
to the phenomenal growth of the Soviet Union. It is only thirty years since
the United States decided to admit even the exisrence of the USSR. And
while two wodd wars served to enrich the United States, they-plus the
interventions-served to devastate the land of the Soviets. It cannot be
overemphasized that in considering the USSR today one is considering
a land which for about one-fourth of its life has had ro wage war, a land
which sufiered seventeen million dead in World War Two, a land which
saw 50 per cent of its homes, in its European areas, utterly destroyed by the
Nazis; let this be burned into the brain of anyone who undertakes a comparison between the United States and the USSR today-for then and only
then can he understand what a tribute to the latter such an undertaking
actually represents.
The astonishing fact is*and it is a so ering fact for any Americanthat in a whole series of significant indices the USSR stands today ahead
of the USA. Illiteracy is higher in the USA today than in the USSR; the
death rate is higher in the USA than in the USSR; the USSR leads the
world in the publication of books; the usSR has the highest rario of libraries per population in the world today; while 40 per ceni of all crime in the
United States is committed by those under r8, the comparable percentage
ln the USSR is 5 per cent; while in the "free world" the "call-girl', profession and_prostitution are institutionalized and spreading, in the uSsn
they are unknownl while in the usA over 50 per ient of all hospital beds
ilg l*gpi.a by the mentally ill, the figure ior-comparable ailments in the
USSR is less than ro per cent.
. The rate-of-growth of industrial production is about three times grearer
than that of the USA, and this ratio was maintained again in 1961; the
result is that in certain industrial products*steel and c.rr,.Jrt, for ex-ample-the usSR has already caught up with the united states and overall'it is
closing- the gap at a swift pace. simultaneously, its economy is unmarked
bj, cycles and crises, its working people are unplagued by unemployment,
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and the development of automation is a blessing rather than a blight and

a menace.
While in racism and pornography the United States stands pre-eminent
cleansed."f bql'
-in- the world, the USSR has b-een substantially
In r.ekini to eliminate some of the most pressing of its__s_oci.al -p_roblems
of horising, for example--exacerbated_ as that was by. World War II-,t
",
the USSR leads the world in its massive home<onstrucgon program; rnJ..a, itt the last five years, it has succeeded in- providing.new housing
f"i iiffy one-fourth of its wLole population. And in the purification of its
pofitical system--tspecially since the worst abuses associated with
t.g"l
"r{a iust before, during *d
World War II (with the onset of the
,ti. u."r,
"i[.r
Cad W"il-the Soviet Urion has made impressive advances, according to
tlr. t.rti*6rry of most observers, both American and _European. Further,
i" tfr. direciion of enhancing indivdual freedom and democratic-rights,
ih. *otion of society in thJ USSR during the past- de-c1d9 has beensoa
most positive one, in contrast with the situation in the United States,
that, i.ere, too, even in a formal sense, an American will have to exert
h#.tf ,.ry ,irorgly against the Srnith Act and the McCarran Act and
the Landrum-Criffilr'ecl and the House Un-American Activities Commitif
i* *a Senator Eastland's Internal Security Committee, and so forttL
is
not
Rights
of
Bill
the
of
and
democracy
parliamentary
of
this country
to see that tradition utterly trampled into the dust'
Let us present ro*e oi the Jtatements from di{nguished Americansnon]subversive by any standards other than those set Uy Y.. Welch.
"le*ly
On iconomic aduance;'S. L. A. Marshall, in The New Republic (Feb. 3,
,,The ussR is marching
over-all.productiverg58),
lgryard_superiority.in.
ri.-rr *frit" we move at a crawl.'i Walter Lippmann: "The fact of the matter
ir-it the growth of the Soviet economy has been aroazing" (column of

",

ro, r9r58).
'June
On iaiiulo":, Claude M. Fuess, formerly headmaster of Phillips Acad-

"The Russians have realized for some years the
child _as far along the educational path as he is
every
guiding
of
n.clrrity
qualified to !q of Identifying talent early and cultivating it to the utmost,
r'ewarding sirohrship ani rJsearclu and'making tea-ching. a reputable, dignified prifessioa" (3aturday Reuicw, Feb. r,-r9r8-). . Alvin C' Eurich,
p..rid.irt of the State University of New York: "soviet education today
iombines the rigorous European system with the mass education of the
United Srares-; phenomenal auempt. . . . The accomplishments of the
Russian educational system are exieedingly impressive" (The ,Atlantic'
April r, rg58). Marc Raeff, professor of history, clark univeristy in Massaemy

in

Massachusetts;
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chusetts: "Reading [in the USSR] is the national pastime; everybody reads
in great amounts, bookstores and libraries are aLways full, and books literally
sell like hot cakes in the streets, in theaues, in museums, stores, railroad
stations. Learning is highly valued thirst for knowledge is great, seriousness
of purpose is universal" (N. y. Times Magazine, June zz, 1958). Lawrence
G. Derthick, U.S. Commissioner of Education: "'What we have seen has
amazed us_in one particular. W'e were simply not prepared for the degree
to which the USS& as a nation, is committed to education as a meani of

national advancement. Everywhere we went we saw indication after indication of what we could only conclude amounted to a total commirment

to education.
"Our major reaction therefore is one of astonishment*and I choose the
word carefully-at the extent to which this seems to have been accompuished" (N.y. Timcs,lunc t4, ry58). On science-in which the evidence
before one's eyes is so overwhelming that we ofier but one witnesslrole-s1o,1Jerome Wiesner, of MIT, after stating that in science in general
the ussR is second to none and that in certain areas-he named miteorology, oceanography and metallurgy-the country has no, peer, declared:
"The Soviets have a view of science as an integral part of their society.
-not
They are pioneers. To the intellectual, the frontier is
the land but the
mind, and the Soviet leaders seem to understand this. Bccause they
appre-foi
-the
ciate the long-term implications of the development of science
growth of their society, ,!r.y ,r. able to make determined long-range commiments to train people, build universities, laboratories, and institutes
9g a -grapd scale" (essay in Souiet Pro'gress and American Enterprise,
New York, 1958).
On heahh, official UN data show: the mortality rate in the USSR is
lower than in the USA; longevity in the USSR is equal to that in the
USA; in the number of physicians in proportion to population the USSR
is far ahead of the USA; and in the number of hoipiial beds, while the
USSR is still behind, her rare of growth has been mori than twice as rapid
as has been that in the USA.
The testimony as to the particularly favored position of children in the
USSR is universal and uncontradicted so far ai I know. The aduanced
position
-of ^tuomen-who have achieved a status of equality never appro-ached before by any society-also is a matter of fact universaily agreed io
and again, so far as I know, uncontroverted. On this last point,'oni of the
most recent American reporters to confirm it was Mrs. Jewell R. Mazique,
a distinguished graduate of this university, and columnist for the AiroAmerican chain of newspapers.
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The developingrole ol trade anions in the Soviet Union, and their active
and real participation in the political and economic and productive life of
the nation has been confirmed and documented at length in the book
issued by the International Labor Ofice of Geneva after a study on the spot
and published

in 1916o.

As to culture, one has had in the USSR the most colossal revolution in
all history, for a people hitherto largely illiterate have been brought not
only to full literacy, but they have been raised to the highest cultural level
in the world. As Ossia Trilling vice-president of the International Association of Theaue Critics, stated: "In no city in the world can one see so much
Shakespeare, Ibsen, Wilde, Schiller, Ostrovsky, Chekhov, and so on, in
one week as in Moscow" (N. Y. Times, Jan, 26, 1958). Wrote Howard
Taubman of the N. y. Times in the summer of 1958, after an extended
stay in the USSR: "There is a genuine dedication to artistic ideals in the
Soviet Union. There is a pervasive love of beauty. There is an exhilaration
in the skill and virtuosity of highly trained performers. There is respect
for the creative vocation. The people are being taught unremittingly to take
pride in art as in learning. . . . To be cultured is regarded as one of the
highest goods."
In international affairs, I think the record proves, from the Decree of
Peace issued as its first act by the revolutionary Soviet Russia in r9r7 to its
leadership in getting the United Nations to adopt unanimously in 1959 the
declaration for general and complete disarmament, the USSR has been in
the forefront of the battle against war and against fascism. Her record
in the international sphere-from Italy's rape of Ethiopia to fascism's ravishment of Spain to Japanese imperialism's war upon China, to her decisive role in breaking the back of fascism when that monster was led under
Hitler's banners-consistently has been a record of support of the forces of
democracy and peace and opposition to the forces of reaction and war. This
was true in her struggle against war in rgr7, and it is true in her support
of the Cuban Revolutionary Government against the attacks, invasions,
insults, and provocations of the United States. I think that the wo,rks of
Professors |. P. Morray, F. L.Schuman, D. F. Fleming, and Arnold Toynbee sufficiently demonstrate this truth; I have myself labored to document
it in the recent work, Amcrican Foreign Policy and The Cold War (New
York, 196z).
The "secret" explaining the basic domestic and international record of
the USSR-it is a secret alas, only in the United States-is the fact that
socialism exists there; the private ownership of the means of production
has been eliminated-the exploitation of man by man has been terminated.
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Heaven did not result, nor did hell, but great improvement did result, and
a considerable fragment of this globe was revolutionized. The system uiumphant there has brought great progress to its people, helped save humanity, and is being instituted---of course, with necessary national differences-in other parts of Europe, in Asia, and now, in America.
Of course, one's evaluation of the Soviet Union is not simply an academic exercise. Mr. Richard Nixorl ia ry57, when he was Vice-Presidenr,
afirmed that the USSR was civilization's main threat and insisted that "we
are in a war today" with that threat. Vice-Admiral Ctrarles R. Brown,
addressing the Navy League in October, 1958, said: "World War III
has long since started, whether we'll admit it or not," and the Admiral
went on to name the USSR as the foe.

The Admiral and the former Vice-President may be impatient to

at-

tempt the destruction of the USSR. But is that counuy--described by leading American figures and eyewitnesses in the terms already brought
before you-is that country really the enemy of the peoples of the United
States?

Rather, in the case of most of those who have described the tremendous
advances made in the Soviet Union, the conclusion drawn has been that
these advances should stimulate us to improve ourselves. Certainly, this

is the conclusion which was drawn by the late Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt; by
Walter Lippmann, by Howard Taubman, by Professor Marc Raeff.
Professor Harold
-J. Berman, of Harvard University-an outstanding
authority on Soviet law, and recently having lectured at the University oI
Moscow-has said that the main point in the world as it is today, given

the forward sweep of its socialist sector, is that here in our own country
we must concentrate on the achievements of "justice, rnercy and morality,i'
and that we must match in a way consonant with our own national genius,
"the spirit of service, self-sacrificg and common purposer" that the peoples
of the USSR in their way have brought to their country.
Ffere is a kind of contest that is worthy of the finest national feeling
and profoundest love of country of which any of. us-cirizens of the USA
or of the USSR-are capable. Come, let us see, as friends and brothers,
who can contribute most to the happiness and well-being of mankind!

AFRICA MUST SAVE THE CONGO

Communications

If

prising that most of the world has
forgotten horv the UN got into the
Congo. Africa has not forgotten. And

Accta, Ghana
the United Nations forces man-

age to

pull out of the Congo with

many Africans have a notched
stick recording what the LIN has

some lingering shred of esteem and
self respect it will ,be because Afri-

can nations inside the UN have
managed to seize the initiative and
save the good name

to "sit down and negotiate" with
Tshombe in--of all places South

officers, rnercenaries

Hammarskjoeld contended wi,th
resistance of President Eisenhower and his administration whose
Congo policy appeared to be
shrouded in a positive support for
the Belgian allies who had fomentqd the crisis. The present SecretaryGeneral, U Thant, inherited an
office full of chaos and intrigues, but
he has had the strong support of
President Kennedy in dealing with
secessionist Katanga. Africans-know
that President Kennedy is not so active for the mere purpo.se of helping
restore peace in the Congo. I quote
an African daily paper:

of all foreign

By Shirley Graham

done since arriving. The first notches

show: (") When the troub,le exploded which Patrice Lumumba
thought he had safe-guarded hirnself against, the U.N. Chief closed

of that organiza-

tion. Yet, while recognizing
shortcomings and failures o{

the
the

organization, Ghana has been conin its all-out support
of every UN efiort, b'ut also in refraining from hasty criticism. It must

the Leopoldville Radio and Airport

to the Prime Minister, thus cutting
him off from his own people and
making it impossible for him to get
help; (b) The UN Command-allowed rebellious elemenrs ro turn

sistent not only

be remembered that the President
of Ghana did not add his voice ro
the chorus of censure aimed at Dag
Hammarskjoeld for his handling of
the Congo crisis. Time, however,
has shown that it was Dag Hammarskjoeld's own mistakes and
weaknesses in the tace of the
Tshombe-imperialist trickery and
subterfuge which sentenced him to

the Prirne Minister over to the

seces-

sionist, Tshombe. UN uoops stood
and watched Paftice Lumr.rmba be-

ing dragged from the plane in

Elizabethville, beaten into insensibil-

ity.by Katanga mercenaries (white)
and thrown like a bleeding pig into
a waiting truck; (c) While the women
-of Africa, led by Mrs. Lumumba, pleaded and begged for the
young leader's life, the LIN did
nothing to save him.
Following the murder of Prime
Minister Lumumba, Afro.Asian nations managed to push through the
Security Council the Resolution of
February zr, :.96r. This Resolution

death.

For two and a half years now
United Nation forces have been in
the Congo. They were invited in
by Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba
to aid him in preuenting forcign interuention from holding up the unification of the newly independent
Republic of Congo. It is nor sur52
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gave the Secretary-General a decisive mandate on the Congo: (a) It
called for the immediate withdrawal
and political advisors not under the
United Nations Command; (b) It
called for an impartial investigition
into the murder of Patrice Lumumba
and punishment of the perpetrators.
Yet is was not until after March

r5th of that year that the UN Secretariat took positive steps toward
implementing the Resolution. Ofr
March t5, 196r President Kwame
Nkrumah appeared before the
United Nations Assemblv and in a
two hour address laid baie the facts
about the Congo. He put forth concrete and positive proposals to resolve the crisis. No New York newspaper printed that address, but newspapers in many countries did and
radio carried it around the world.
Only then did the Secretary-General
act-not to carry out the proposals
ofiered by President Nkr,rrrr"h, but
to do sornerhing. Two months later
the Irish diplomat, Conor Cruise
O'Brien, was appointed special UN
Rep,resentative in Elizabethville and
foi Katanga. According ro
Eft
Conor Cruise O'Brien's own unde.slgd-ing he was commissioned rp.cificall,v to carry out the Februiy
zrst Resolution. This is what he
set out to do, but well before his
mission was completed the tIN Secrgtaril abruptly halted the operatioh, O'Brien was recalled and Hammarskjoeld lost his life in an effort

Rhodesiat

the

__Why is American backing U Thantl
because the capitalisi and financial power is Belgian and British. If

First,

Union Miniere and Tanganyifta Con-

cessions were American -owned does
anyone doubt that Tshombe wo,rld not
be America's darlingl Second, because

America is hysterically convinced that
will appear in i big way-Governon the
Congo scene if the Adoula
ment at Leopoldville is not held up.
There is suspicion in the nationaliit
movements of the Congo as well as in
Katanga of America's- motives. Thev
want to end foreign influence on theii
destiny.. (Thc Ghanaian Times, lan.
Russia

ro, r963

)

-But, however much we may deplore the motives, American 'backrng has given U Thant the neces_
sary strength for initiating efiecdve
action. Some weeks ago tlie LIN,be-
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gan a crucial drive against Katanga.

The traitor Tshombe was cornered
and on January 9th an order was
given for him to be placed under
house arrest. Events in the Congo
fully supported this measure. Apart
from principal responsibility for the
murder of Patrice Lumumba and
his aides, Tshombe has been the
*nain stumbling block in the way
of a solution o{ the Congo problem.
FIis removal from the political scene
and from any position from which
he would ofier any more trouble to

the UN must be considered necessary for success of the operation. But
witnin a few hours after the order
had been givtn, it was rescinded and
Tshombe was accorded the privilege of leading IJi.tr troops to the
Katanga border!

When Robert Gardner, a Ghanian, named Head of the UN Congo
Operation by the Secretary-General
U Thant, protested this absurdity
and refused to negotiate further with
Tshombe, he was recalled to the
United Nations Headquarters in
New York and Ralphe Bunche was
rushed to "straighten out" the "confusion." In the interim, UN trooPs
cap,tured Jadotville.
;'And why," asked an Accra radio

commentator on the evening of |anuary r7th, "was Ralph Bunche's first
official staternent an apology for the
UN troops having taken |adotville?
With |adotville in the hands of the
United Nations, Tshombe's power

was broken. ]adotville
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is the

con-

centration of Katanga's economic
strength, far more irnportant than
Elizabethville or Kowezi. Also, Mr.
Ilunche let it be known that the [-]lN
had promised that ]adotville atwld
not k taken. Who made such a

promisel And to whom was it
madel Here the UN Under-Secretafy was vague."
Only the hasty but decisive intervention of Afro-Asian groups in the
United Nations prevented Mr. Gardner being removed frorn his Congo
post. After the disclosures made by
Conor Cruise O'Brien as to why hc
was recalled, the Secretariat could
not resist the firm demands that Mr.

to pick and choose and decide which
resolution of the Security Council it
will cnforce and which it will ignore...

mercenary officers had fued on the
UN men for hours andr that Tshombe, though giving his worthless verbal assurance, had refused to sign an
order for a cease-fire.
"The truth would seem to be that
Lord Home has succumbed to the

"Tshombe and his provincial council
have a record of constandy repudiating

Katanga forces under their white

strong Tory Katanga lobby in the
House of Commons whose devotion

to

Captain Arthur

Waterhouse,

in

deploring Britain's surrender on Suez and now
chairman of the Tanganyifra Con'
once their leader

Ltd.

and 25 Percent partner
[Jnion Miniers, has inspired them

cessions

in
to

the Congo:

can States are urging the United Na-

"For pompous and phrasical selfit would be difficult to
outdo the statement on Katanga
which the British Foreign Office issed the other dayr" writes Fenner
Brockway in The Ghanaian Times
(Jan ro, 1963). k was Lord Home
at his prim worst:

tions to put Tshombe under arrest.
In a strongly worded note, dated
January t5, 1963, President Nkrumah
of Ghana told the tIN SecretaryGeneral that any amnesty or pardon
which prevents the bringing to uial
and punishment those responsible
for the murder of Patrice Lumumba,
first Congolese Premier, "would be

'Her Majesty's Government have
U Thant
the futility of trying to impose a

repeatedly impressed upon

political settlement on the Congo by
force. . . .

"Lord Home

apparently loves
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Tshombe so much that he ignores the
fact that the UN acted only after the

Gardner be returned to the Congo.
He did return just in time to prevent thoroughly disgusted Congoleses in Leopoldville from sacking
the British Embassy! (Jamtary o,
ry6).
I'll let one of their own countrymen speak for the British role in
rightousness,

THE @NGO

Tshomhe's defense."

Paramount Chiefs in Kaunga
have sent an ugent request to the
Central Government in Leopoldville
to arrest Tshombe and thus end his
reign of terror over their peoples. A
united group of independent Afri-

a

clear violation" of the Security
Council Resolution of February zr,
196r. Continuing, President Nkrumah said:

"It is not for the U.N.

Secretariat

whenever convenient,

all

agreements

entered into by them, so that if thcy
are protected in off,ce they will certainly
in their own time, whatever they say
now, renew their secessionist activities."

President Nkrurnah referred to
U Thant's assertion that the UN was
not in Katanga or elservhere in the
Congo, intervening in internal political afiairs:

"I

am

in

complete agreement with

your views on this point and therefore
I regret that your name should have
been associated with the so-called 'U

Thant Plan' which proposes fundafor the

mental constitutional changes
Republic

"I

of

Congo.

consider that there is extreme
danger in the United Nations attempt-

ing to put forward what the Secre-

tariat, and thosc whose advice it acto be a suitable constitution for the Congo. . This, in
my opinion, is entirely a matter for

cepts, considers

the Congolese people and Government.
'To use the United Na ions for the
purpose of forcing a federal constitution

upon the Congo, is,

I

should

have

thought, far beyond any mandate given
to the Secretariat by any resolution of
any United Nations organ."

The imperialists have done their
worst in the Congo. They have
stymied UN efforts when honest
UN ofrcials have sincerely tried to
restore order. Today representatives
of African S ates north, south, east
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and west are discussing among themselves ways and means to save the
Congo. For the C,ongo hos b'ecome

feared that if ever found, the people would make a shrine of Lumumi-

a test cose lor Africa.
Solutions will not

But today and in spite of the fact
that Antoine Gazenga, Lumumba's
appointed heir, is in jail, there is a
Patrice Lumurnba Party in the
Congo and in spite of all the plots
formulated in foreign embassies in
African countries, in spite of "loans"
and threats and bombs, Africa is
moving towards unity.
Africans, who have suffered so
long, have a saying, "Titnc is longer
than rope."

be easy. Tlte
poisonous lorcign elernents are still
there; the young patriot

Patrice

Lumumba was loved and followed
by the masses, but he was cut down
before he had time to give his people a true sense of independence and
national unity.
It is said that those who murdered
Patrice Lumumba dissolved his
broken body in acid. The killers

ba's grave.

An Appeal from lraq
From lraq we haue rcceiaed the Appeal herewith translated and-.p.ub'
lished; thc iigners include seueral of th9 most distinguished political,
scicntific and-cultural figures ol that nation. A letter 9f ?rotest .to the

Iraqi dclegation ot the [Jnited Nations in New Yorft City will
helpful-the Editorz

bc

To all lraqi Citizens abroad,
To our brithren, the great sons ol the people:
Your heroic .out tiy calls upon you for help. Your peoples, w1o are now
deluged by a sea of blood, call upon you to extend your hands to them, and to
supp"ort t(em in their decisive baltle against iniustice, tyranny, imperialism, and
reaction.

Honorable sons of the people! The dark imperialist forces and the exploitative
oil monopolies through their- coup of the 8th of February .want to crush our
patriotic inou.*.ot c6mpletely anil to clamp their hated chain on the Iraq peo
ple after they discovered-that this chain was breaking. They want to sweep away
ih. achievements of the |uly 14 revolution which the people won after long
struggle in which were sacrificed'the best sons to the hangman and concentration
."*ii. Thev want to bring back Iraq to the imperialist orbit and make of Iraq
a milking .o* to satisty thE gluttony of imperialism, its oil cartels and its aggressive war"schemes. Thii they want to accomplish by using tht most repugnant
and violent ways of terrorism and perse-cution .and-by annihilating all of the
fine elements of our people. The streJts of Baghdad, Basra, Moru[, Amara, Sulaimania and other citiis oi our dear country hive been inundated with the blood
of thousands of patriots whose only crime was that they did not ever compromise
with reaction and imperialism.

you all know brithren thar the Nationalist facade put up by this gang is
rent with cracks and falsehood in every respect and could not hide its true

nature which is expressed by a thousand-and one proofg, the foremost of which

is the oppression and persecution- of the most patriotic elemcnts..
Free'people of Iraqiabroadl The resounding ind angry,oice.of.our peoplo
rises today'amidst blood and tears. It rises from the ruins of the_Ploples'

.,mahallas,i

in Shawaka, Kraimat, Bab el-Sheikh, Medinat el-Thoura, Kadhmia,
Basra, Ashar, and othei "mahallas" which were destroytd- by. the bombs of the
wiants. It rises from the stricken and sad homes on which the stench of death
(r, ,.ttl.d. It rises amidst the cry of the orphaned and the lamentations of the
widowed. It rises from the rebellious hills of Kurdistan and the wrathful plains
of the Tigris and the Euphrates. From everywhere in Iraq it. rises with emotion
callins foi stubborn strus;le for freedom, dimocracy, national independence and
iou.rJigrr,y, for a full-sclie struggle against the bloody, terroristic rule which is
.ixerciset by the g"t g which hai usurped power in the country' It calls to resist
57
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by all means and to protest against this inhuman butchery and mass arrests
which are carried out by a group of adventurists who have lost all sense of
human value and who are blinded by hatred of the people. Our heroic people
have risen to resist those dangers and have stood against the counter-ievoiutionary usurpers in_ Eaghdad, Amara, Basra, Kirkuk and other cities and villages
and are now consolidating their forces to form a united front which is the only
sure guarantee for ultimate victory.
Ori dear people abroad! The Committee to Defend the lraqi People has been
fo_rmed outside Iraq to back up our people's struggle in oui beloved country.
This C,ommittee will strive to remove the reactioniry pupper gang which has
usurped power and to achieve a democratic rule which wifl safiguard for Iraq
its independence.and national sovereignty and guarantee to the Kurdish people
their national rights. This Committee calls upon you to, solidify your ranlis and
take your_ place in our people's great battle, and to take the-role which your
patriotic duty and human sentiment demands of you. To achieve this we'call
upon you to:

t.

organize branch committees abroad wherever you may be,
work for an ad-hoc International Committee for the Defense of all Iraqi
People composed of international figures of all ideologies,
3. collect contributions for the sake of the above,
4. consider the main task of all committees in the present circumtances to
stop terrorism and persecution in Iraq by publishing facts about the present
state of afiairs in Iraq and to cooperate with wodd public opinion 1o end
this inhuman massacre, this savage campaign of oppression and to free

z.

those who have been imprisoned.
Many of the present ruling gang have alleged that it is possible for the representatives of the world's press to visit Iraq and see for themselves, so pressure
must be applied on the present regime by those representatives of the press so
they could go to Iraq and report on present conditions.

Corurvcrmp roR THE DsF'nNsr oF TrrE Ineqr Pronr.r

Bootr Reviews
THE ALDERSON STORY
By Hyman Lumer

The Federal Women's Reformatory
at Alderson West Virginia is the principal federal prison for women

in

his

country. When i,t was established in
1928, patterned after the recornrnendations of a conference of zr national
civic organizations, it was conceived

as a model institution for rehabilitation. The Alderson of today, however,
as portrayed by Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
in her newly-published book*, is a
far cry indeed from the original conception. FIer observations, made during z8 months of imprisonment as a
victim of the infamous Smith Act, are
very apdy summed up in the following

insight and understanding, both of the
prison system itself and of those unfortunates enmeshed in its toils, and with
genuine warmth and compassion and
unforgettable pictures

Dr. Salah Khaliss
Thanoon Ayyoub
Brig. (ret.) Hashim Abul

President

Jabbar

Azis Cl.Haj
Noui Abdul Razzak Hussain
Mahmud Sabri
Abdul \7ahab al-Bavati
Gaib Toma Farruin

Dr. Rahim

Aieena

Few are better equipped than Eliza-

subject. Aside fromr her own imprisonment and her stature as a leading Communist, she has a long record as an
outstanding fighter for civil liberties

and a reputation as a writer
siderable talent.

con-

a book of exceptional merit
and an absorbing account which the

reader, once he has begun it, will find
it difficult to lay aside. It deserves the
widest possible audience.
After a brief introductory chapter

covering her arrest, trial and ultimate
imprisonment, Miss Flynn devotes herself to describing the diverse aspects
of prison life. The initial orientation
period, cottage life, the prison officers,

handling of visits and correspondence.
Christmas in prison, disciplinary measures, anti-Negro discrimination, drug

This conclusion emerges with strikforce from every page of Miss
Flynn's vivid account of her experiences. These she sets forth as a simple,
straightforward narrative, written in

addiction, Iesbianism-these are among

the

subjects covered. She describes

other inmates, dealing especially with
her fellow Smith Act prisoners-Betty
Gannett, Claudia |ones and Dorothy
Rose Blumberg-and with other poli-

an unadorned yet highly effective style.
At the same time, she writes with great

My lile a: a

of

produce

ing

Story:

All

these experiences
and qualities have been combined to

words (p. r9r):
If I could be as gaphic and persuasive as the
subjec demaods, it would eur thes organizations
to insist that it be closed down as inadequate and
useless, in fact a school for crime, Ibe women
there, in the naia, nced hospitals, sanitoriums,
rest homes, training schools, psychiauic tratmeot-not a prison, Cut off from the wodd,
from families and friends, denied a chance to
earn a living, to larn anything useful, left there
to rot, that is the fate of the long-termerr
Guarded by untmined women, who are often
iadifierent, disinterested, disdainful of the inmates, who are in qo way fined for their tasks,
what can blmm in such an atmosphere but

7ZiAu*rr*

federal

beth Gurley Flynn to deal with this

decay?

Mohmed Mahdi al-Jawahiri,
Dr. Feisal al-Srmir
Dr. Naziha al-Dulaimi

of our

prlsons.

tical prisoners such as the Puerto Rican
nationalists. One cannot do justice to
this wealth of content within the short

Politicat

"Prisoncr, Internatiooal Publishers, 1963. Cloth,

S5.00; paper, S1.65.
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space of this review; it is possible only
to touch on a few basic points.
As a women's prison, Alderson
naturally differs in many respects from

corresponding institutions for men. Yet
one is struck more forcibly by the underlying similarities. Nor is ir true,
as Miss Flynn suggests, that the treat-

ment of women prisoners is more lenient than that of men. On the contrary, as this reviewer can testify from
his own recent "residence" at the

Federal Correctional Institution at
Milan, Michigan as a Tafr Hartley victim, the Alderson women were in
many respects subjected to much
harsher restrictions than were he and
his fellow prisoners.
The most striking feature of all federal prisons is their utter social worth-

lessness-indeed, their harmfulness.
The description quoted above epito.
mizes the conditions not only at A1derson but in every federal penal institution in the country. To 'speak of
these places as designid for iehabilitation, to call them "correctional," is
the sheerest hypocrisy, for, as anyone
confined in them swiftly learns. There
is not the slightest effort or even intention to be of genuine help. As thc
book clearly shows, these are simply
places in which people are locked up

for prescribed periods of time, rhen rCleased without the faintest concern as
to what becomes of them afterward.

Out of this fundamental
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character-

istic grow many of the other
which the book describes.

features

Thus, the staffs of these prisons are
,chosen with no regard to either interest or training in the handling of inmates or concern for their welfare. For
the most part, they consist of individuals who find in their work nothing

more than a comparatively secure
source of income leading to a pension
after trventy years. In fict, at ieast at
Ir,[ilarr, they generaily regard themselaes
as doing time. (This writer recalls an
occasion on which an officer, in making

out

a
-pass, mistakenly rvrote "1962instead of "ry63" on it. When- the
error was called to his attention, he
said: "Now how could I make such a
foolish mistakel Why, I go home in

r963!") To such individuaTs, prisoners
are only a necessary evil, something to

be tolerated as part of their "dJing

time."

Here, too, lies the source of the
many pointless, stupid rules and restrictions by which the inmates in
these institutions are governed. For
since the institutions themselves have
no purpose other than incarcera ion,
the rules often have no purpose other
ihan restraint. In part, they ire merely
designed to save work for the stafi,
but jn .large measure they go far beyond this, becoming highly arbitrary
and often malicious, and at times even
sadistic. Moreover, inmates are subjected to constant arbitrary changes in
rules, not infrequently with no-prior
notification. And thoueh these iesulations vary widely in "different inititutions, they all share these at ributes.
The book is replete with instances of
such regulations which are dealt with
particularly in a chapter entitled "The

'Verbotens'." To rnention but a few
instances. there were the abolition for

no visible reasons of the singing of
Christmas carols and of farewell parties
for departing cottage-mates; the highly
arbitrary restriction on purchase of

books simply on the grounds

of

failure to provide mops, thus compelling inmates to scrub and wax {loors
on hands and knees.
One rather trivial example is highly
illustrative of both the nature of the
rules and the mentality of the o{Ecers.
Inmates at Alderson were given only
teaspoons at mealtime, and
spoons. Miss Flynn writes

"I

not

table-

(p. rrr):

asked once, 'Why not use larger
for soup instead of teaspoonsl'
The ofrcer said, in all seriousness, 'Yes,
that would save time!'" What adds
to the interest of this example is the
fact that Milan and other institutions,
spoons

inmates were given only tablespoons
at meals and never teaspoons!
The net efiect of all this is that inmates invariably come to feel that no
one is concerned about them or cares

what happens to them. In addition,
they live constantly under the threat
of disciplinary action of a most highly
arbitrary and unpredictable character,
often for the infraction of "hidden"
rules, and hence in a state of continuous tension and anxiety. Add to this
the subjection of first offenders to the
infuence of hardened criminals which
is characteristic of these prisons, and
the result is an inevitable dehumanizing process. No one, as Miss Flynn
points out, leaves such a place a better
person than when he or she entered

it.

In

addition

to the conditions to

which all prisoners are subjected, political prisoners are made to sufier a host
of added discriminations and persecutions. In Miss Flynn's case, at the outset she was warned by the warden of
"severe consequences" if she should at-

tempt to carry on Communist

propa.-

"un-

ganda-a loose prohibition which

library to an hour or two on Saturdays;

could in the eyes of these officials mean

suitability"; limitation of visits to the

6r

almost.anything. She was then placed

in maximum security quarters and held
there elcven months, in the company of
misfits, violent inmates, epileptics, attempted suicides and other such problem inmates. She was, in common with
almost all other political prisoners, de-

nied industrial or meritorious good
time-the extra time ofi given to prisoners who work in prison industries
or perform their jobs properly. And
unquestionably, like every other political prisoner, she would have been
denied parole-a fact which led her to

waive application rather than

go

through useless motions.
Added to this was the difficulty in
obtaining books. Permission to receive

Simone de Beauvoir's The Mandarins
was refused on the grounds that it

was '1too political." In the case of
Betty Gannett, a request for novels of
Theodore Dreiser was held up for a
long time because of doubts as to their
"suitability." Books and periodicals of
a progressive character were, of course,
forbidden altogether.
Betty Gannett was given a job requiring hard manual labor, although
she is a skilled typist and a competent
teacher, and despite the fact

thit

her

health prohibited such work.
Letters were turned over to be read
by parole officers, who often held them

up for long periods before passing or
returning them. Visits were subiected
to close scrutinity, in the case of Betty
Gannett to an insulting degree. Her
older brother, who spoke little English,
rvas forbidden to speak to her in Yiddish, and this on the excuse that it
was necessary

to

prevent "conspiracy"

under the Smith Act! A protest by
her attorney to Director of Prisons
|ames V. Bennett elicited the following

62.
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highly illuminating response: "By

na-

ture of the ofiense for which she was
convicted, conspiracy to teach and ad-

voca'te the overthrow of the United
States Government by force and violence, it is incumbent on us to see that
she does not engage in the continuance
of this ofience while she is serving
her sentence." (P. 93.)
And here lies the crux of the matter.
The fact is that in the eyes of the

prison authorities whatever may be
the technical grounds for conviction
the real crime is being a Communistholding proscribed political beliefs. Refusal to give up one's beliefs is looked
upon as continuing to commit one's
crime while imprisoned, and as proof

that the individual is "unregeneiate."

Hence the added persecutions-the refusal of good time and parole, the surveillance of visits, deprivation of read-

ing matter and the privilege of writing, a privilege traditionally conceded
to political prisoners. All too little has
been done to fight this disgraceful discrimination, itself a violation of demo-

ic rights. In bringing it to public
attention the book performs a most
welcome service.
But not even the prison authorities
could keep a p€rson like Elizabeth
Gudey Flynn from finding ways of
self-expression. In an appendix, the

latin-American Realities

cra

book presents

a

selection

of

"Prison

Pe6s1s"-4 group of verses in which
are shown her innate sensitivity and
humanity. A second appendix presents
articlc on the Declar-ironically-an
ation of Independence published in
the prison paper on the occasion of

Irily 4, ry56.

Federal prisons are

unpleasant

places and Alderson no less so than
any other. And our federal prison sys-

tem is a national disgrace which cries
out for serious reform. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn's book is a highly important
contribution toward making these conditions known. It is hoped that it will
reach the hands

of many thousands of

thoughtful Americans. And it is hopetr
that it will stimulate the writing of

.imilar books by

others.

By Sam Russell
Recently, I was standing on a hillside on the outskirts of Havana amid
the worst slums I have ever seen, in

there with her three children and kept
them and herself alive by picking up
garbage from the streets.
Carolina Maria de Jesus could read

the notorius shanty town of Las Yaguas, where

at one time some

and write, and this book is the pub-

r5rooo

families lived in shacks that have to
be seen to be believed.
But what I saw was only ttre rem-

Iishable part of the diary of her life.
It does for Brazil what Oscar Lewis'
monumental The Children ol Sdnchez
(Random House, N.Y., $7.5o) did for

of Las Yaguas, for in the past
two vears Cuba's socialist revolution

nant

Mexico.

In his preface, the ,translator writes
with obvious alarm, ". . . the Brazilians

has cleaned up most of the shanty town

and rehoused the occupants

I

in

new
looked

houses which saw later. As I
across the valley, saw the remains of

I

look with growing fear upon

Las Yaguas where thousands of families had once eked out a miserable
existence, while the people who remained knew that very soon theY too

Castro and

exist all over Latin America, and which

people

if

he should give these hun-

gry illiterates arms. . . ."
It is not so much the "Braziliansr"
but rather and above all the U.S. imperialists-who dominate the economy
of the nineteen "free" Latin-American
republics-who look with growing fear
on what these "hungry illiterates,"
fired by the Cuban .*rri-rpl., might do.
This fear is brought out clearly in
The Voice of Latin Arneica by William
Benton (Harper, N.Y., $S.SS), which
is an account of a trip made by thc

would have homes fit for human
beings.-thanks to the Revolution.
But 'this is only one of dozens of
such miserable shantY towns which

mean 'home"

this

powerful mass of the hungry. . . . If
there should appear a Brazilian Fidel

for almost one million

in the "favelas" of Rio de

laneiro, Brazil, of r,5oo,ooo in Mexico
City's "belt of misery," of 4oorooo in
the' "miserables" of Lima, Peru, of
2oo,ooo in Santiago, Chile, and 25orooo
in Caracas, Venezuela, to mention only

publisher of the Encyclopedia Britannica, with Adlai Stevenson, in 196o, to
twelve Latin American countries. Like
latter-day Columbuses "discovering"
Latin America, Benton and Stevenson
also discovered the slums of Lima,
Bogota, Rio de faneiro; Santiago, and
Caracas. Thus after lunch at Lima's
Cllub Nacional, "one of the most luxurious men's clubs in the worldr" they
"reached the most execrable slums I
have seen in this hemisphere, vast

a few.
What life is like for these "criminals
of want" in Latin America is searingly
described by a woman who herself was
among the'5o,ooo living in the favelas
of Sao Paulo, Brazil , in Child of the

Dark, by Carolina Maria de ]esus
(Duiton,' N.Y., $4.5o). For fourteen
years, this black woman, who built
h.rr.if a shack in the favela, lived
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stretches

huts

of one-room brick and mud

lions, and over the same period more

utter

than $3.3 billions left Latin America to
swell the coffers of the big U.S. corporations, an "aid" which left Latin
America poorer by $r.7 billions in five

in which people live in

squalor."
Benton is indignant at Mr. Khrushchev for saying that "for decades the
American, British and other foreign

monopolies, Iike giant leeches, have
been clinging to the living body of
Latin America, greedily sucking dry

and plundering its natural wealth,
ruthlessly exploi,ting its peoples, distorting their economies and retarding
their natural development." Of course,
often the truth is infuriating.
Mr. Benton, a la the "Alliance for
Progressr" puts forward a series of
fine-phrased ideas

on "how the

U.S.

can best help." But he never really
touches the "leeches." The facts show
that behind the fine phrases between
19146 and r95r the U.S. invested in
Latin America a litde over $r.6 bil-

years alone.
Such figures are not

to be found in
Brazil, thc Infinite Country, by William
Schurz (Dutton, N.Y., $6), who claims
to give a comprehensive and uptodate survey of. Brazil-a country whcre
sugar-cane workers get about 3ol a
day-when lucky enough to have

work.

Even he is forced to conclude that
while "the Brazilians are extraordinar-

ily patient

Reqd, sludy, spreqd

PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
By GUS HALL

It answers the life-and-death
Is peaceful

coexistence possible?

questions of our day: Is War inevitable?
How can disarmament and an end to

nuclear testing be achieved? Can the USA head off a disastrous nelv
depression? What is the truth about the great debate low going on in the
world Communist movement? It tells what YOU can do to help shape I
world of peace, freedom and security.

people, they cannot be ex-

to wait indefinitely for an easing of heir problem," and that "some
of the headlines in their oewspapers
are disquieting." Quite.

-
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FIVE FOR A DOLLAR

Thought-p?ovoking-

ls Full Employmen+ Possible?
By HYMAN LUMER
"This book contains rnore basic data and sound thi-nking on the jolr
in any book twice lts size.-'
- Rosrnr W. DuN1x, in New World, Reaieu

problen-r than we have seen

"A brillant treatment of a whole series of rluestions relating to unemploymcnt which are on the nrinds of every workcr rrnd on tlie order oi
business of every union."
-InvrNc Poraslr, in Political Affairs
"His is a very large canvas. It is clenrly designed to draw a picture of
entire modern capitalist economy with a view to revealing its inborn
disease even to the uninitiated."
J. M. Bunrslr, in llainstream.

o_ur

-

"Not only worth rea&ng, it is worth studying provides ; good
exarnple oj horl the critical, analytical
-method is used tb approrr,h"and
examine the subject of unemployment."
-BrN Srv.rxxnv, in The Marxist Quarterlq
PAPERBOOK 91.50
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A great human d.ocurnent!
MY LIFE AS A POLITICAL PRISONER

THE ALDERSON STORY
By ELIZABETH GURLEY ELYNN

No more abominable crime was commimed during rhe shameful

years

of the McCarrhy era than the imprisonment under the fascist-like provisions of the Smirh Act, of that magnifcent and glowing Communist,
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, the famotis "Rebel Girl" to whom the marryred
Joe

Hill

dedicated his famous song.

Though cruelly cur ofi from the world during rhis 2S-month ordealrr,
the author, l-.ecause she remained r vibrantly human being has beerii:
able to record the full story of the seething, explosive life behind the
seeming peaceful facade of the Federal Women's Reformatory at Alderson, ITest Virginia.
It is not a pleasant srory as it bares the daily life of the inmates-

relationships, normal and abnormal, discrimination

and

prejudice

against some, favoritism for others, some retaining kindness and digniry
despite the iron bars, others bereft of human concern for arry but them-

is the story of other political prisoners, Negro and
Puerto Rican, and the peculiar paradox where the author, jailed for her
political beliefs, was sought out to write an article for the prison news-

selves. Included also

paper extolling the real meaning of the Decleration of Indeoendencr..
was during her incarceration, coinciding with her sixry-fifth birthday,

It

that her aurobiography,

ller

I

Spedk

Mtt Ou,r Piece, was published.

new book, The Alderson Story, is a flrust for every thoughtful

American.
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